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Distributed control system comprises many nodes (i.e., controllers, sensors, and
actuators), which are interconnected with communication networks. The control
networks in industry have evolved from dedicated communication links to dis-
tributed communication links over shared data networks. Typically, the control and
communication systems in a distributed networked industrial system are based on
periodic sampling. This may result in excessive use of communication and com-
putational resources causing high network trac. The increased network trac
can cause delay, packet drop, and network congestion problems which aect the
performance and stability of control loops over the network. This thesis proposes
an event-based solution to reduce the network trac and to avoid the delay, and
packet drop in the context of distributed networked control systems.
xiii
The thesis studies event based control systems and communication scheme in
output-feedback framework and with application to wireless communication net-
work. Initially, the simulation and experimental investigation is conducted in
the framework of distributed networked systems. A general output-feedback based
framework is proposed for event-triggered transmission and control. Locally dis-
tributed observers estimate the states from the locally available data and make
decision for event-triggered transmission. The output feedback control is calcu-
lated based on local estimates and on information received from other subsystems
in the distributed system to meet the overall objectives. The design problem of the
event-triggered output-feedback control is proposed as a linear matrix inequality
(LMI) feasibility problem. The feasible solution of the LMIs results into a stable
event-triggered output-feedback control scheme. The performance of the event-
triggered control versus time-triggered control is evaluated over wireless network
with extensive simulations. The simulations show that the event-triggered con-
trol results in ecient resource utilization with stable performance as compared to
time triggered control. The study concludes that the event based monitoring, esti-
mation, and control should be the rst choice for distributed networked industrial
systems where computational, communication and energy resources should be used
eciently.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
During the last few decades, the elds of control, communication and computation
have been closely enhanced to advanced technology horizons. The overlapping and
sharing benets of these technologies have made possible to realize smart devices
of intended operation ranging from sensing, computing, control, communication,
and actuation. The modular nature of devices and standard interfaces of com-
munication have made possible to develop intelligent large scale systems. On one
hand, we expect that the technology has enabled us to develop systems that are
more ecient in terms of energy, performance, safety, productivity, and can obey
the international standards (e.g., reduced NOx and CO2 emission). On the other
hand, they oer challenges due to the distributed nature of the overall systems.
Computation is of distributed nature and communication is through packet based
data transfer. For instance, if we think of a process plant scenario, where several
1
sensors, actuators and controllers can communication over a packet based commu-
nication network, the traditional control techniques can't be directly applied for
analysis and design. Therefore, it requires to develop new tools for analysis and
design specially in the aspect of distributed networked industrial system. This
work focuses on the event-based methods for communication and control of the
distributed networked control systems.
This research is about Distributed Networked Industrial Systems (DNIS) from
event-triggered sensing and control point of view. Distributed control system
(DCS) is the standard way of automation (control and instrumentation) for in-
dustrial systems specially for process control applications. All the process plants
use a distributed control system (DCS) for continued and safe operation. Conven-
tionally, the individual control loops send and receive information as either 4-20
mA or 3-15 psi signals. Technological advancement in digital devices and computer
networks has shifted the information ow in control loops towards the use of digital
communication buses (e.g, Foundation eldbus). Recently, the announcement of
wireless standards for automation (WirelessHART, and ISA100.11a) has opened
new research opportunities and potential applications in a given distributed con-
trol system over wireless network.
This research envisions advanced industrial systems of distributed nature,
where the sensors, controllers and actuators are communicating over shared com-
munication network. Interestingly, the current practices of periodic sampling
based theory faces challenges due to the asynchronous measurement, distributed
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nature of the plant and communication via shared networks. The distributed na-
ture of the plant, and presence of a shared network encouraged to nd the research
answers in Event-triggered control theory instead of commonly used time-triggered
control theory (also known as sampled data control theory). Event-triggered con-
trol scheme is chosen due to its reduced communication and computational re-
quirements, thus making event-triggered control scheme potential choice when
the system under study is distributed and control elements send and receive in-
formation over shared network via some communication protocol. The choice of
ETC is made due to its inherent potential to deal with the control performance
as well as the communication constraints.
Some limitations in existing results on event based methods include: (1) assump-
tion of full state measurements and thus oer full state-feedback controllers and
schemes, (2) use of centralized schemes which require access to all actuators, sen-
sors, and controllers. Such centralized schemes are unrealistic and non-practical
for a distributed networked systems. (3) Output-feedback in distributed net-
worked event-triggered has not been addressed. From the review of related re-
search, the following motivational points are observed:
 Event triggered control for distributed NCS is new research horizon & open
for research. Existing work on event trigger is on state feedback only. Out-
put feedback event triggered control is open for research.
 Wireless network system has not been researched for event triggered control.
Specially the recent standards WirelessHART and ISA100.11a are open for
3
Event triggered distributed control research.
The open research area envisioned is to combine the potential of event triggered
control and wireless network control for the distributed networked control systems.
1.2 Problem Statement
The research problem for this dissertation can be stated as: "Given a distributed
networked control system (DNCS), develop a design method for the event-triggered
output-feedback control of the DNCS. Study and evaluate the performance of the
event-triggered communication and control of the DNCS in the context of wireless
sensor network."
1.3 Objectives
The led of distributed networked control systems is rich for research. Event based
control theory for such systems expands the research horizon of control theory to
new directions. Thus, event based control for distributed networked control oer
a rich research eld. Although the eld is rich, this research will focus on following
areas of Event trigger control for distributed networked systems:
 To develop theory and design methodology for Event Triggered Output Feed-
back for Distributed Networked Control Systems.
 To study and evaluate the performance of Event Triggered Control in the
context of Wireless Sensor Network
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1.4 Research Approach
To achieve the objectives of this research, following research plan is followed:
 comprehensive literature review is conducted
 simulation and experimental investigation is conducted to realize distributed
networked control systems (DNCS)
 Developed event-triggered output-feedback control for DNCS
 Comparison, study and evaluation of event-triggered and time-triggered con-
trol over wireless network
1.5 Outline of the Dissertation
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follow: the rst chapter opens
the discussion of the thesis topic and research objectives. A general literature
review in the area of event-triggered control is presented in chapter 2. The aim
of chapter 3 is to realize the control systems with networking features. Chapter 3
presents the simulation and experimental investigations for distributed networked
control systems. The learning outcomes from chapter 3 put the foundation for
the study of networked systems. In chapter 4, design theory for event-triggered
output-feedback control for distributed networked control systems is presented.
Chapter 5 presents the simulation study and evaluation of event-triggered control
versus time-triggered control over wireless communication networks. The closing
chapter 6, provides conclusions and recommendations for future work.
5
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Event-Triggered Control
Formally, the control theory started around 1869 when physicist John Clark
Maxwell did dynamic analysis of the centrifugal governer [1]. Since then, control
theory has taken several interesting research horizons due to analytical and
technological developments. From timing aspect, the control theory has gone
through continuous time theory and discrete time theory. The control framework
is also expended from dedicated single loop control to distributed plant control
environment, i.e., from embedded systems to large scale systems. The latest
technological revolution impacting and reshaping control theory is the informa-
tion sharing capabilities over shared networks. This capability has encouraged
and helped to realize the eld of distributed networked control systems, in other
words, coordinated distributed control systems.
In fact, over the recent years, distributed and intelligent systems closed over com-
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munication network has become a fruitful area for experimental and theoretical
investigations. Dierent research areas for such systems have expanded including
intelligent-optimum manufacturing systems, energy-saving building, smart power
grid, networked water-oil resources, social-academic networks, cyber-physical
systems, recongurable systems and nancial engineering to name few. Such
propagating research interest to dierent elds carries diverse reasons. The rea-
sons include: technological advances that has enabled information acquisition of
distributed and large-scale networked systems, utilization of dierent structures,
diverse modeling techniques like graph theory [2] and impulsive modeling from
hybrid systems [3], and improved computing and communicating devices with
common protocols [4].
Moreover, the growing research on event-triggered control, estimation and
optimization has created an awareness of the need for the development of new
modeling and control methods. In parallel, it is also necessary to develop
corresponding analytical, computational, and communication methods.
For linear systems, sampled-data control theory provides powerful tools for direct
digital design, while implementations of nonlinear control designs tend to rely
on discretization combined with fast periodic sampling. In recent years, there
has been a growing research interest in event-based control, in particular in
connection to distributed and networked control systems. The basic idea is to
communicate, compute, or control only when something signicant has occurred
in the system. The motivating factors for event-triggered control may also include
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constraints on system resources.
Now the approach in control theory is to take into account the communication
issues in the formal analysis and design. In addition to this, Event triggered
has been highlighted as the potential and appropriate candidate for the control
of distributed networked systems. Event-triggered methods have capability to
reduce the network trac, and computational load, while providing the similar
performance as time-triggered equivalent. The led of Networked control system
(NCS) has got extensive research attention during last decade, e.g., [5] [6] [7] [8]
[9], and little work on the event triggered NCS, e.g., [10], and [11]. The aim of
this chapter is to explore the research on event-triggered control system and its
application to distributed networked and wireless based systems.
A distributed networked control system (NCS) consists of numerous coupled
subsystems (also called agents), which are geographically distributed. In such
a system, individual subsystems exchange information over a communication
network. These networked systems are found throughout any national infrastruc-
ture with specic examples being the electrical power grid and transportation
networks, air conditioning and alarm systems for large scale systems. In the
phrase "distributed networked control system", network refers to the commu-
nication infrastructure supporting feedback control (cyber space), while the
term distributed refers to the fact that individual subsystems are physically
interconnected in a way that can be modelled as a network (physical space).
DNCS is a class of cyber-physical systems. The networking of control eort can
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be advantageous in terms of lower system costs due to streamlined installation
and maintenance costs.
The introduction of a communication network, however, raises important issues
regarding the impact that such communication has on the control systems
performance. In practice, communication, especially wireless communication,
takes place over digital networks where the data is transmitted in discrete packets.
These packets may be lost during communication. Moreover, the communication
media is a resource that is usually accessed in a mutually exclusive manner by
neighborhood agents. This means that the throughput capacity of such networks
is limited. So one important issue in the implementation of such systems is
to identify methods that more eectively use the limited network bandwidth
available for transmitting state information.
For this reason, some researchers began investigating the timing issue in NCS in
terms of message scheduling. In other words, how frequently should subsystems
communicate to ensure that the NCS has a desired level of performance. Usually,
the controller is designed with the assumption of perfect communication and
then a bound is determined for the maximum allowable transfer interval (MATI)
between two subsequent message transmissions to ensure closed-loop stability.
Established control theory and textbooks assume periodic nature of sampling
and control to design and implement feedback control systems (e.g., [12] and
[13]). The alternate approach to periodic control is aperiodic control systems.
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The debate and research on periodic vs. aperiodic has recently got popularity in
the research community of control theory due to technological developments and
frequent use computers and communication systems.
Fundamental reasons of resurgence of event based control include:
 Increased use of shared networks (both wired and wireless) in monitoring and
control applications, which has raised importance of ecient usage of com-
putation, energy and communication resources. Thus, now control systems
should be designed with additional constraints in mind, which are, energy
constraints, computational constraints, and communication constraints.
 Initial work by Astrom [14] and Arzen [15] has shown advantages of using
event based control. This has lead further systematic developments like [16],
[17], [18], and [19].
 Desire of using networked control systems over shared communication
medium specially using wireless communication.
Elements of Event based control system consists of: (1) Feedback Controller, and
(2) Triggering Mechanism.
Types of ETC
ETC purely based on hardware (or physical) event is considered of Reactive-ETC,
while ETC with software (i.e., involved with estimation) is treated as Proactive-
ETC [20]. ETC can also be categorized into: (1) State-Feedback ETC, and (2)
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Output-Feedback ETC, depending upon the availability of system states for mea-
surement and feedback. Packet loss in the communication system can be modeled
as either independent identically distributed (IID), or as Markov Chains. With
all dierent aspects and directions of research, the literature on ETC is rapidly
increasing. Still the theory of ETC is not matured ([2], [20]). Besides the simula-
tion and quite few experimental results, the deployment is rare. The next major
milestones and responsibility for the research community is to provide theoretical
results and experimental validations in Event-Triggered Control.
From current insurgence of literature on event based control, we can dene the
following types of event based control:
Event-Triggered Control
A triggering condition based on current measurements is continuously monitored,
when the condition is satised, event is triggered. Event-triggered control is reac-
tive and generates sensor sampling and control actuation when, for instance, the
plant state deviates more than a certain threshold from a desired value. Depend-
ing upon the full or partial availability of states for measurement and control, the
event based control system can be further categorized as:
 State-feedback ETC
 Output-feedback ETC
The output-feedback ETC can be designed as (1) observer based, or (2) direct
output based.
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Self-Triggered Control
The next update time is pre-computed at control update time based on pre-
diction using previously received data and knowledge of the plant dynamics.
Self-triggered control is proactive and computes the next sampling or actuation
instance ahead of time [20]. Thus, design of an event based control system
consists of two key elements: (1) design of feedback controller, and (2) design of
triggering condition.
Periodic Event-Triggered Control
This scheme is presented in [21] to keep a balance between periodic sampled data
control and event triggered control. In this, condition that triggers the event is of
periodic nature, while keeping the reduced resource utilization.
2.1.1 Problems and Challenges in Event-Triggered Con-
trol
Fundamentally, Event based control is based on Lebesgue sampling [22]. An-
alytical development of event based strategies face challenges due to Lebesgue
sampling which is non-periodic, non-Gaussian and non-linear. This sampling is
a function of event, and the occurrence of event may be stochastic in nature.
Therefore, generally, ETC should be considered and treated as of nonlinear, and
hybrid nature in general framework. Key bottlenecks that encourage the use of
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ETC may include: (1) limitations on computational processing power, (2) sensor
quantization, (3) cost per actuation, (4) cost of communication of signals, and (5)
synchronization issue between subsystems.
2.2 Wireless Communication in Industrial Sys-
tems
Currently, there are two standards for industrial wireless automation applications:
WirelessHART and ISA100.11a. Both industrial standards are based on the IEEE
802.15.4 radio [23]. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard is suitable for building automa-
tion [24], industrial monitoring, and control applications [25], [26]. The main
characteristics are low bit rate and low power consumption. The WirelessHART
standard and some implementation details are discussed in [27]. ISA100.11a is in
practice very similar to WirelessHART, as both have similar design goals and use
the same radio, but the two standards are not compatible. The WISA system is
a complete solution for a reliable wireless cell in industrial manufacturing [28].
The architecture of both industrial wireless network standards include sensor
nodes, wireless routers communicating with each other, and a gateway, which
is connected to the automation Fieldbus and the rest of the automation system.
Mesh networking is possible for reliability, but all communication between devices
in the wireless network is routed via the gateway. This routing constraint makes
the network scheduling and routing design easier.
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WirelessHART was approved by the International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion (IEC) as a full international standard (IEC 62591Ed. 1.0) in March 2010.
Several manufacturers have released devices for WirelessHART and it is by now
in use in control applications [29]. The ISA100.11a standard [30] was published in
September 2009, gained IEC approval in 2010. Hence, the eld of industrial wire-
less control has taken its rst steps. The standards are designed for determinism,
such that traditional control can readily be applied. Although deterWirelessHART
was approved by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) as a full
international standard (IEC 62591Ed. 1.0) in March 2010. Several manufacturers
have released devices for WirelessHART and it is by now in use in control applica-
tions [29]. The ISA100.11a standard [30] was published in September 2009, gained
IEC approval in 2010. Hence, the eld of industrial wireless control has taken its
rst steps. The standards are designed for determinism, such that traditional
control can readily be applied. Although determinism is the main design goal,
this is never fully assured and is on the expense on performance and exibility.
WirelessHART uses a combination of time division multiple access (TDMA)
and frequency division multiple access (FDMA) MAC protocol. The TDMA slot is
10 ms, in which the data packet with sensor or control information and an acknowl-
edgement are exchanged between two nodes. The network and transport layers
are based on the Time Synchronized Mesh Protocol (TSMP) originally developed
by Dust Networks [31]. Each node pair is assigned a unique time/frequency slot
for contention free communication by a centralized network manager [31]. Some
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slots can be reserved for contention based access using CSMA, for communicating
rare event messages or retransmissions in case of dropped packets. Addition-
ally, frequency hopping is used to mitigate interference on some channels. A more
detailed presentation of WirelessHART can be found in [27]. The benets of Wire-
lessHART and how to accommodate the control system to the wireless network,
and meet the required control performance, are discussed in [32]. ISA100.11a uses
similar techniques and both network standards can be applied where the applica-
tion can tolerate a delay jitter in the order of 100 ms. The delay jitter stems from
packet drop due to interference.
The scheduling and routing of the WirelessHART and ISA100.11a networks are
left open in their standards. Due to the determinism of the TDMA approach with
a pre-determined schedule, xed bounds on the communication can be advertised,
although not guaranteed. In the case of packet drops, retransmission is needed,
which may cause the information to exceed the delay bound. Retransmission
slots must thus be incorporated into the schedule, which reduces the bandwidth
usage and unavoidably introduces delay jitter. Retransmission can take place on
the slots allocated for random access, or on extra slots allocated in the schedule.
The schedule and retransmissions determine when information is available to the
control system, and hence aect the control operation. There exists work where
the actual network MAC protocol and related functions such as duty-cycle [33],
or routing and schedule [34], [35] are taken into account in the control stability
proof.
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The current standards are designed for reliability and are thus conservative,
which implies that closed-loop control of fast processes is not possible. The de-
sign decisions of both standards ensure a relatively simple network design. The
use of TDMA ensures determinism (disregarding packet drop due to interfer-
ence) and the routing via gateway constraint results in a simpler routing design.
Current research related to the standards is for instance the optimality of the
time/frequency-slot scheduling and routing [35]. The room for improvement is
thus limited.
The research issues therefore include new technologies and algorithms to ad-
vance the capabilities of wireless control. The introduction of new agile and in-
telligent communication methods will improve the eld. These new networks will
probably not guarantee a certain QoS or be deterministic, such as the case when
using TDMA. One research direction is then the introduction of adaptive control
methods to compensate for the deciencies of the wireless communication, which
this thesis focuses on.
In the future, wireless control systems with low performance requirements
are likely to emerge. These can be based on commercial o-the-shelf hardware
(COTS), by adopting robust control algorithms. Today's COTS hardware, such
as WLAN, Bluetooth, and IEEE 802.15.4, utilizes mostly CSMA type commu-
nications [36]. This implies that the network is inherently non-deterministic and
unreliable. There are no quality of service guarantees, such as designated trans-
mission slots. This does not mean that wireless applications on this hardware are
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impossible; it is rather a research opportunity. Several practical applications can
be proven to work satisfactorily, using simulations and pilot implementation.
2.3 Applications of Event-Triggered Control
Wireless based Systems
Advancement in Wireless technology has motivated control researchers to study
the control over wireless channels due to its many benets. Key benets of a
wireless device, (sensor, actuator or controller from a control engineer's aspect),
include installation at dicult places, mobile operation, recongurability, multi-
path (like mesh) networks , no installation of wires, etc. Wireless based solutions
are studied and oered with dierent names like Wireless Automation, Wireless
Sensor/Actuator Networks, and Wireless Sensor Networks for monitoring and con-
trol applications. The future is undoubtedly in favor of wireless based solutions.
The shared communication channels (i.e., open air medium), battery operated
wireless nodes, and low computational power at nodes, oer challenging sensing
and control schemes for wireless control systems. Such constraints on resources
encourage and make Event based techniques, natural choice of operation in wire-
less control systems. Therefore, in this section, recent literature on event triggered
control for wireless systems is presented.
In [37] a decentralized scheme for event triggered control over wireless sen-
sor/actuator network (WSAN) with low computational requirement is presented.
Commonly the wireless channel is used for monitoring applications, while the
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aim is to use wireless actuators to close the feedback loop over wireless [37]. By
using event triggering in wireless, the number of control computations, and sen-
sor transmission are reduced. This leads to energy ecient control loops with
satisfactory performance. Compared to [38], where a method is proposed for dis-
tributed event-triggered control for weakly coupled subsystems, approach in [37]
does not require weakly coupled subsystems. The decentralized technique is tested
on a four-tank system. This work can be further extended to general dynamic
controller in event triggered implementation and to design adaptation rules for
exible implementation.
Output feedback in event triggered control has been studied by few researchers
only. For example, in [39], the output feedback of wireless networked control
systems is studied. The communication links, between sensor to controller and
from controller to actuator, are treated separately. Based on assumption of weakly
coupled subsystems, the triggering depends on local information. This way, the
sensor and controller's event-triggeres are not required to be synchronized. A good
discussion on event based sampling over wireless networks can be found in [40].
As rst step to develop theory for event based control, classical control techniques
like PID and minimum variance control are extended to event triggered control,
for example, [22], [15] and [40]. In such extensions, an additional activity includes
the design of event detector for the best aperiodic sampling.
In [41], wireless based event triggered control has been investigated on an ex-
perimental setup. The work in [41] investigated an event triggered design and
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implementation for a nonlinear 3D tower crane. An Event-Generation Circuit
(EGC) is also demonstrated to exibly implement event-driven controllers in net-
worked systems. Two fold benets of event triggering for wireless include extended
lifetime of sensor nodes and reduced network trac. Performance studies are also
presented in [41] of the event triggered control and the time triggered control in
presence of disturbance, delay and packet loss. Although resulting event triggered
method shows similar performance performance with much reduced communica-
tion, it does not provide guarantee of stability. There can be several interesting
future extensions to the research presented in [41], including general reference
tracking, conditions on stability, and decentralized event-triggered control. A co-
design approach is proposed in [42] to modify the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC standard
to implement event-triggered control over wireless sensor and actuator networks.
Based on [42], the problems in event triggered wireless control can be stated as
: (1) Find triggering condition for sensor and controller ensuring stability and
desired performance while minimizing the energy utilization at wireless nodes.
(2) Design and implement the event based sensing and control strategy using
o-the-shelf technology with satisfactory performance and stable control loops.
In [43], an event-based technique for distributed estimation over wireless sensor
networks (WNSs) is studied. Local Luenberger based observers are used with a
consensus strategy for distributed estimation. The observer is designed in time
triggered scenario using linear matrix inequalities, then an eventbased strategy is
proposed to reduce communication and energy consumption of the nodes. The
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work in [43] does not consider packet loss and delay, thus a natural extension
will be investigation of packet dropouts and time delays. Further, [43] can be
extended for more general distributed observers and distributed controllers for
wireless based event triggered framework.
Event-Based Control for Wireless Automation: It has been envisioned that
Event-based control can help to implement and use wireless networked control
systems. The aim is to achieve ecient use of network resources while fulll-
ing the required control objectives. Stochastic control approach is natural to be
investigated because of the probabilistic nature of wireless channel. Research on
wireless based event triggered control will lead to new research questions including
multi-loop systems and multi-hop networks. What industry will like is investiga-
tion of control techniques over mesh-wireless networks.
Event-Triggered Control for Distributed Systems
Since, the work on event triggered control is recently started, most of the work
on event triggered and networked control is focused on single control loop. But,
some researchers have started to investigate this new control strategy for multiple
feedback loops in the presence of physically distributed sensors and actuators.
Distributed algebraic connectivity estimation for adaptive event-triggered con-
sensus is presented in [44]. In several multi agent control problems, the conver-
gence properties and speed of the system depend on the algebraic connectivity
of the graph. A particular event-triggered consensus scenario is discussed in [44],
and show that the availability of an estimate of the algebraic connectivity could
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be used for adapting the behavior of the average consensus algorithm.
A novel distributed algorithm for estimating the algebraic connectivity is pre-
sented, that relies on the distributed computation of the powers of matrices. It
also provides proofs of convergence, convergence rate, and upper and lower bounds
at each iteration of the estimated algebraic connectivity. The work in [44], can be
combined with higher level algorithms for adaptive consensus in a parallel fash-
ion, by taking advantage of our upper- and lower bound estimates of the algebraic
connectivity.
In [45] a distributed event-triggered control for multi-agent systems is dis-
cussed. Event-driven strategies for multi-agent systems are motivated by the
future use of embedded microprocessors with limited resources that will gather
information and actuate the individual agent controller updates. The controller
updates considered here are event-driven, depending on the ratio of a certain mea-
surement error with respect to the norm of a function of the state, and are applied
to a rst order agreement problem. A centralized formulation is considered rst
and then its distributed counterpart, in which agents require knowledge only of
their neighbors states for the controller implementation. The results are then ex-
tended to a self-triggered setup, where each agent computes its next update time
at the previous one, without having to keep track of the state error that triggers
the actuation between two consecutive update instants. The work in [45] can
be extended to the performance analysis of the framework and its application to
other cooperative multi-agent control tasks.
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Since in [45], reduction of control update is emphasized, a natural extension of
[45] is to investigate sensing limitations. Recently, event based methods are also
studied for advanced control techniques, for example, in [46] event-based model
predictive control for the cooperation of distributed agents is investigated. [46]
presented an event-based framework for the control of a team of dynamically cou-
pled distributed agents. These agents are controlled locally by Nonlinear Model
Predictive Controllers (NMPC). The optimal solution is sought for MPC only at
event triggers.
Distributed event-based control strategy for a networked dynamical system is
studied in [47] linear interconnected systems. Triggering rules of subsystems to
broadcast are based on local information only. Convergence properties and lower
bound on broadcasting period is provided. The number of events are reduced by
using a model based approach.
The framework of [47] is extended to network delays and packet losses in [48].
To deal with the network issues on delay and packet loss, two communication
protocols are proposed to ensure the stability of the linear distributed system.
These protocols preserve a bounded stability near to a small region around the
origin. Such bounds on delay and packet losses are derived analytical for the two
proposed communication protocols.
Distributed event-triggered tracking control of leader-follower multi-agent sys-
tems with communication delays is investigated in [49]. Key motivation of event
based approaches for distributed system is due to the usage of embedded proces-
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sors in distributed systems where energy and computational resources are limited
or at least not abundant. The stability of the tracking control multi-agent system
is ensured by an ISS Lyapunov function.
In [50] function block automation standards, i.e., IEC 61499 and IEEE 1588
are investigated for time-complemented event-driven distributed control. Initial
study is provided for the applications of IEC 61499 Function Block standard in
distributed motion control systems, where synchronization is of crucial impor-
tance. In particular, an investigation on the possibilities of applying event-driven
function blocks in the time-based motion control system has been performed on
the SIDEL SL90 packaging machines control system.
In [51], distributed event-triggered sampling scheme for controlling intercon-
nected systems is presented. The individual subsystems in the interconnection
decide the triggering independent to other subsystems. Such decision is based
only on the subsystem's state and a Lyapunov function. Stability condition of the
overall system is developed on small-gain theorem.
Event-triggered and self-triggered stabilizing control is studied in [52]. The
framework of [53] which is developed for sampled-data systems is extended in [52]
to develop event-triggering rules for distributed networked control systems. The
self-triggering conditions are derived by applying the techniques of [54]. A fun-
damental question in distributed networked control is : Given a set of physically
distributed sensors and actuators, how should communication between the dier-
ent nodes be scheduled? [52] The distributed framework of [52] can be extended
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to design communication protocols for event triggering conditions on information
sharing between distributed nodes. Distributed Network Utility Maximization
(NUM) using Event-triggered Barrier Methods is investigated in [55].
In [11] event-triggered data transmission in distributed networked control sys-
tems with packet loss and transmission delays is investigated. In this distributed
event-triggering scheme, a subsystem broadcasts its state information only when
the local state error exceeds a threshold value. For nonlinear subsystems, the local
event design is transformed into local ISS design problems; for linear subsystems,
the design is simplied to be local linear matrix inequality (LMI) feasibility prob-
lems. With the assumption that the transmission delay is zero and the number of
each agents successive data dropouts is less than its MANSD, the resulting NCS
is shown as nite-gain Lp stable. When the transmission delay is not zero, state-
based deadlines are provided that are always greater than a positive constant. As
long as the delay in each transmission is less than the associated deadline, the re-
sulting NCS is asymptotically stable, provided the external disturbance vanishes.
In [56] event-triggered broadcasting across Distributed Networked Control Sys-
tems is studied in presence of wireless communication networks. Broadcasts are
decentralized and based on the individual subsystem's measured states. Infor-
mation from the neighborhood is used to adjust the event-triggering level. This
way, a subsystem can adjust its broadcast rate in view of the amount of activ-
ity in its immediate neighborhood. The work in [56] is further extended in [38]
with investigation of distributed networked systems in case of data dropouts and
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transmission delays.
Distributed optimization in event triggered framework is investigated in [57]
for sensor networks. An event-triggered distributed algorithm is proposed for the
data gathering problem and the convergence is discussed. It is shown that the
algorithm reduced the number of message exchanges as compared to the alternate
dual decomposition algorithms.
Distributed event-triggered estimation over wireless sensor networks is also
studied in [58]. This estimation algorithm performs distributed estimation of
networked systems when sensor measurements are transmitted over a wireless
sensor network.
Passivity-based I/O approach for stabilization of large scale networked control
systems (NCSs) with event-driven communication is studied in [59]. A cellular
model is used to represent the large scale NCSs and it is assumed that each sub-
system is an output feedback passive (OFP) system. Here also, the communica-
tion strategy of broadcasting information depends on local output error against a
threshold. Finite-gain L2 stability is analyzed in the presence of bounded external
disturbances.
2.4 Research Trends
As research hypothesis of utilizing ETC for control applications is blooming, there
is a need of pure scientic methods to properly deliver theorems, and experimen-
tal validations. Interesting, ETC not only focus on better control, but also to
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optimize the resources (i.e., communication and computational).
Several contributions have been presented by dierent researchers, but all agree
to indicate the need of development of mature system theories for event-triggered
networked systems. Such theories are needed for the deployment of ETC over
networks in large variety of practical control applications. Besides the enhanced
exibility and maintainability, networked control architectures allows the control
systems to have less wiring, and as the ideal case being completely wireless. In
some cases, wiring is impossible, such as multiple vehicle scenario. So, the trend is
now, to develop control strategies with communication networks in consideration.
In future, communication will be an integrated part of the control system design.
Theoretical Results: One possible next step, that is certainly needed, is
to develop the necessary system theoretic results underlying complete and e-
cient (co-)design methodologies for event-triggered and self-triggered control. This
should enhance the usage of these control strategies in practical applications.
Practical Validation: In fact, their validation in practice is an important
next step (which will undoubtedly raise new theoretical questions). Indeed, even
though many simulation and experimental results show that event-triggered and
self-triggered control strategies are capable of reducing the number of control task
executions, while retaining a satisfactory closed-loop performance, see, [60], [61]
, [62], [14], [15], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], the actual deployment of these novel
control paradigms in relevant applications is still rather marginal.
Quantitative Assessment and Comparison: A possible stimulus for
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changing this situation, being a third important step, is to demonstrate quan-
titatively how and when event-triggered and self-triggered control outperform the
classical periodic sampled-data control approach. The quantitative evaluation of
all these strategies should reect both control costs such as quadratic costs as in
LQR control or relevant Lp-gains, and communication costs such as average sam-
pling rates, minimal inter-event times, or transmission power. Fair assessments
and comparisons are needed helping the practitioners to identify the situations in
which these aperiodic control strategies oer benets that can not be guaranteed
by the conventional periodic paradigm.
Event-Triggered Adaptive Control in Wireless Control Systems: In
recent years, the standardization of digital wireless communication and protocols
suitable for automation and control, such as ZigBee, WirelessHART and ISA100
has started the eld of wireless automation. The topic of wireless automation
has been taken seriously by the industry as well as welcomed by the research
community due to its inherent potential. This helps us to envision the future of
current eldbus based automation system to wireless based automation systems.
Recently, algorithms and simulation environment have been developed for future
agile wireless control systems in [68]. Once the wireless control system is stable
or the application in non-critical, nothing can prevent the used of cheap wireless
control to be used in near future for the plant operation. Wireless control systems
can exists parallel with the special deterministic industrial networks and protocols
for critical and unstable control loops. The development of industrial communi-
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cation networks from eldbus to wireless has been discussed in [69]. Research on
wireless control networks and their applications have been comprehensively dis-
cussed in [70] and [71]. In the current wireless automation scenario, the wireless
typically operate in the open ISM frequency band. This ISM band is also used by
the oce networks (i.e., WirelessLAN) and Bluetooth devices, and thus ISM is
crowded now. Future applications require that a separate frequency band should
be reserved for wireless automation application to have interference free wireless
operation for monitoring and control applications. The future research issues in-
clude development of new frameworks and algorithms to advance the capabilities
of wireless control. Currently, research on wireless control system is primarily for
time-triggered (i.e., periodic) systems, e.g., [68] and [72]. A needed research direc-
tion is to study the event-triggered control for wireless control systems assuming
non-deterministic communication protocol. Event-triggered control has potential
to realize more agile and resource optimized control methods than time-triggered
control.
Reference Tracking: As recommended in [73], development of event-
triggered control theory for reference tracking is a good future research. As event-
driven control is a widely open and a barely explored eld of research, many new
applications can be considered that have great potentials for both industry and
academia. The importance of this eld is more and more recognized by industry,
as they have to produce more complex systems for decreasing cost prices. This
involves hard multi-disciplinary designs for which one cannot design controllers
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that only focus on the control performance, while posing hard demands on other
systems aspects, like software implementation and sensor specications.
Sensor-based event-driven control: [73] studied a typical design of an
event-driven controller implementation in the spatial domain. To be applicable
in a much broader range of applications, more research has to be carried out for
designing controllers in the spatial domain. An interesting question arises whether
or not there are applications in which spatial models are more natural than mod-
els with time as the independent variable. E.g. some of the disturbances in the
printer are typically position dependent. One important area that automatically
emerges is spatial identication. An interesting topic is how identication could
be carried out by using low resolution sensors. Furthermore, it would be inter-
esting to research how the spatial analysis could be incorporated in the design of
other controller types, like H1, LQG and MPC.
Ecient Event-driven control to reduce resource utilization: [73] an-
alyzes a particular event-driven control structure, it already indicates the com-
plexity and challenge for the analysis and synthesis of these type of control loops
for which the controller triggering cannot be considered synchronous in another
domain. This work provides a rst step towards a proper analysis of these types
of control loops. Moreover, to be applicable in industry, methods are required
that can be applied to analyze control loops within minutes, as industry has to
develop high-tech systems in very limited time spans. Given the advantages of
event-driven controllers and the various sources of event-triggering mechanisms
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present in industrial practice, it is fruitful to continue this line of research and to
develop a mature event-based system theory.
Robustness of event-triggered NCS: The work on event-triggered on
asymptotic stability has been presented in [74], but robustness has not been stud-
ied. Study of robustness for event-triggered networked system is a promising
future research question.
Impact of quantization: The study of the impact of quantization on event-
triggered NCS is also a good research question for future studies. Inclusion of
quantization eects of the sensors on the stability and performance of the control
loop [75] and [74].
Dynamic deadlines: The deadlines for the delays may be conservative be-
cause they are selected before the system is deployed. The behavior should be
ensured over a range of possible input disturbances to the system. Therefore, the
use of dynamic deadlines that are computed based on the previous sampled infor-
mation will reduce the conservativeness of the deadlines of the bounds. Thus, a
future work can be carried to extend the work in [74] for dynamic deadlines.
Self-triggered over wireless sensor-actuator networks: It would be in-
teresting to study the self-triggered control over wireless sensor-actuator networks,
which is initiated in [76], [8], [77], [78], and [38].
Large delays: Most of the current work like [75] on stability restricts the
delays to be smaller than the transmission interval. The future work requires
study the cases when delays are not restricted to be smaller than the transmission
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interval.
Theory of event-triggered control systems: Major contributions in the
eld of event-triggered control are based on experimental and simulation studies,
and a comprehensive system theory for ETC is currently not available. Therefore,
several recommendations for future research are given below that will contribute
to a comprehensive system theory for ETC that will support the deployment of
ETC in a large variety of control applications.
Reducing conservatism in the analysis: The illustrative examples in [75]
have shown that the upper bound on the magnitude of the ultimate bounds and
the L1-gain, based on the theory, were larger than what was expected from the
simulations, and the lower bounds on the inter-event times, again based on the
theory, were smaller than the inter-event times observed in the simulations. Fur-
thermore, the theoretical upper bounds on the L2-gain in the illustrative examples
in [75] were larger than what could be concluded from the simulations. Therefore,
future work on (P)ETC should focus on improving the upper bound on the mag-
nitude of the ultimate bound, the upper bound on the L1-gain or L2-gain, and
the lower bound on the inter-event times to become closer to the true value of
the ultimate bound, the L1-gain, the L2-gain and the minimum inter-event times,
respectively.
Including network-induced artifacts: The fact that ETC aims at saving
communication resources, makes it a very useful control strategy to be imple-
mented over a multipurpose communication network. Hence, ETC provides an
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alternative to the conventional sampled-data controller used in the NCS literature.
However, in the case that ETC is used in the context of NCSs, the control system
again becomes subject to time-varying transmission delays, packet dropouts and
perhaps even communication constraints, and the robustness of the ETC algo-
rithm against these phenomena has to be quantied. In the case of PETC, the
control system might also become subject to time-varying transmission intervals,
as the local clocks might not be synchronised exactly, and the the robustness of the
PETC algorithm against time-varying transmission intervals has to be quantied
as well. Therefore, future work could focus on extending the framework presented
in [75] to include the case where the ETC system is subject to the network-induced
phenomena studied in the rst part of this thesis. In fact, the theory developed in
the rst part of the thesis can provide a good starting point to achieve this. Once
this task is accomplished successfully, ETC might be the natural control strategy
for many NCS applications.
Solving the controller and ETM co-design problem: The co-design
problem has been addressed partially in the literature for event-triggered con-
trol. Namely, the minimum attention control problem solved in [75] focusses on
state-feedback controllers and yields a self-triggered control algorithm, thereby
providing only a solution to very particular co-design problem in ETC. Further-
more, the solution of the control problem has the form of an online optimisation
problem. Even though these linear programs can be solved eciently using exist-
ing solvers, the computations are numerically more demanding than, for instance,
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a conventional state-feedback control algorithm, which might not be desirable
from an implementation point of view. If instead the optimisation problem can
be solved explicitly, e.g., using multiparametric linear programming as has been
done in explicit model predictive control (MPC) in [79], this computational bur-
den might be alleviated. Therefore, future research on minimum attention control
and anytime attention control could focus on obtaining explicit solutions to the
optimisation problem and on formulating the problem for the case in which not
all the states can be measured directly. It is important to explore ETCSs, that
will support the deployment in a large variety of practical control applications,
such as chemical plants, water distribution networks, distributed power generation
systems, unmanned aerial vehicles, vehicle platoons on motorways, tele-operated
haptic systems, and so on. In particular, ETC can have an enormous potential
to revolutionise the control eld as it advocates the abandonment of the conven-
tional periodic time-triggered feedback control paradigm. The benets of ETC
being that it naturally results in less communication and, thereby, in less delay and
fewer packet dropouts makes this control strategy very well suited for NCSs. The
topic of NCS and ETC are treated separately in [75]. Combining these individual
research of NCS and ETC will lead to interesting investigation for networked ETC
to be used in future applications.
Lebesgue Sampling for MIMO Systems: Lebesgue sampling is the heart
of event-triggered control. Current work on developing theorems and design frame-
works for Lebesgue sampling are focused on Single Input Single Output (SISO)
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models, such as [80]. The future work is required to study the Lebesgue sampling
for Multiple Inputs Multiple Outputs (MIMO) and higher order models. This di-
rection is encouraged by the fact that real-time control systems may have multiple
Lebesgue measurements available (such as asynchronous measurements).
Development of Lyapunov theory for Lebesgue sampling: In the re-
search on Lebesgue sampling, it is assumed that the signal between the Lebesgue
sampling intervals is random instead of a Lebesgue integral function. It is recom-
mended that to obtain more accurate results, the use of Lebesgue integral function
in the context of Lypunov theory should be explored in future studies.
Event-Triggered Model Predictive Control: The work over robust
Lebesgue control systems in [80] relies on empirical results. This indicates a
need of rigorous analytical solution for robust methods including Model Predic-
tive Control approach further leading to nonlinear systems framework.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter provided a comprehensive overview of the latest research interest in
event based control techniques. It provides an introduction to the eld of event
based control and highlights the current and future directions of research in this
eld. Specically, the emphasis is given to the research challenges, applications to
distributed and wireless automation, and possible research topics. This chapter
provided a collection of important research topics in one place.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL
INVESTIGATIONS FOR
DISTRIBUTED NETWORKED
CONTROL SYSTEMS
3.1 Introduction
Networked control system has been a hotspot in the research elds of control
theory and control engineering applications at home and abroad. Due to major
advancements in the area of networking over the past decade, a new paradigm of
control systems has emerged, namely Networked Control Systems. Such systems
dier from classical control systems in that their control loops are closed around
communication networks. Simulation and experimental setups play vital role in
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the analysis and design of improved methods in control systems.
Distributed networked control systems oer challenging problems due to the
communication in feedback loop. These problems are related to packet-rate, asyn-
chronous sampling, random network delay, packet drop, bit-rate and quantization
in addition to the structural complexity of decentralized system and its large-
ness. This requires a comprehensive need of simulation tools and experimental
setups to conduct research in the area of distributed networked control systems
(DNCS). The aim of this research is to study and conduct simulations and ex-
periments for advanced research in the eld of DNCS. Highlights of the topics to
be explored include distributed control systems with communication. Aim is to
achieve best balance between the industrial and academic approach to the topic.
Several elements from state of the art plant environment like PLC, DCS and
SCADA systems in view of topic will be explored. Several of the industrial com-
munication networks like actuator sensor-interface, HART Protocol, Foundation
FieldBus, Probus etc, will also be explored. Academic research with emphasis on
experimental and simulation setups in the eld of distributed networked control
system will be explored.
The TrueTime toolbox in the MATLAB environment provided very good plat-
form for the research of networked control system, and the dynamic process of
distributed real-time control system, control task execution and co-simulation en-
vironment of network interaction can be built by TrueTime toolbox.
The advantages provided by wireless technology are several. First, it permits
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to carry the capability of wired networks to areas that cables cannot reach. Con-
sidering industrial plants, wireless technologies can signicantly facilitate deploy-
ment and reconguration by eliminating the need for installing and maintaining
cabling, reducing both cost and time. However, the lack of maturity, real-time
performance issues and the less reliability as compared to the wired networks,
wireless technologies are not chosen for in industrial environments. Since the
eld of distributed systems with communication networks is evolving, setting up
the appropriate simulation environment and experimental setups are required key
tools for research in distributed networked control systems.
Distributed systems are composed of individual units or small systems. The
smaller systems are connected with each other and thus form a system-of-systems
(SoS). In [81], networked control system has been raised as a control paradigm as
a part of SoS. Main challenge raised in the Sytem-of-Systems based on networked
control is to achieve a SoS distributed control system that can perform robust
operation against communication issues like packet losses and delay. Communica-
tion networks like TCP/IP based Ethernet is an example of connecting IP based
systems to a more complex system. Investigated experiment is based on the Eth-
ernet as an example unit for the motivation of future studies for more complex
distributed systems connected over Ethernet. Moreover, the simulation package
explored is capable for simulating network nodes in Matlab giving opportunity for
more complex system to study. The experimental setup presented in this work is
an example of a single system in SoS where more systems can be connected on
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the network layer.
The objectives of the research work in this chapter are:
 To review simulation and experimental setups for distributed and networked
control systems
 To conduct simulations for networked control systems
 To establish experimental setup for networked control systems
Our ultimate aim is to provide a technical description on distributed-networked-
simulation and experimental setup to support the analysis and control research in
distributed networked control systems. In addition, we seek to cover the knowl-
edge of simulation and experimental tools and methods of advanced research in
distributed networked control systems.
3.2 Related Work
A MATLAB/Simulink-based event-based simulator for real-time control systems
termed (TrueTime) was developed in [82]. In eect, TrueTime, as a co-design
package, makes it possible to simulate the temporal (true) behavior of multi-
tasking real-time kernels including controller tasks and to critically examine the
eects of central processing unit (CPU) and network scheduling on the perfor-
mance of dynamic control systems. Basically, the simulated real-time kernel
can handle external interrupts as well as ne-grained details including context
switches. One of the basic features of the simulator is that arbitrary schedul-
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ing policies may be dened, and the control tasks may be implemented using
C-functions, M-functions, or Simulink block diagrams. The recent applications
of distributed mobile agents and wireless sensor/actuator networks have called for
co-simulation as a necessary tool during system development. In [83], a simula-
tion environment for mobile wireless networked embedded systems that facilitates
simulation of computer architecture (nodes) and communication networks inter-
acting with the continuous-time dynamics of the real world was presented. Basic
features of the simulator include interrupt handling, task scheduling, wired and
wireless communication, local clocks, dynamic voltage scaling, and battery-driven
operation. The modeling and implementation of the IEEE 802.11b standard for
wireless communication within the TrueTime framework were provided. An ef-
fort describing simulation of wireless control using the WirelessHart standard was
given in [84]. The impact of clock-drift on predictive controller performance where
no synchronization exist between the controller and the wireless network was in-
vestigated. The simulations were done using an extension of the Simulink package
TrueTime.
Two MATLAB-based tools, Jitterbug and TrueTime, for the analysis and sim-
ulation of how the process of timing aects control performance were described
in [85]. Jitterbug simulation environment uses two types of models: (1) signal
model, and (2) timing model. On one hand, Jitterbug was used to determine the
sensitivity of a control system against slow sampling, delay, and jitter in a quick
way. On the other hand, TrueTime was preferred for more detailed analysis from
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overall system perspectives, where the modeling targeted at combination of com-
putational nodes and network blocks along with describing any dynamical system.
In this way, a complete networked control system environment was prepared.
Connecting a spatially distributed system with sensors, actuators, and con-
trollers as a networked control scheme (NCS) by a shared data network can reduce
the wiring and cost remarkably. Excellent results incurred when NCS was utilized
in remote operation of linear systems. However, the presence of nonlinearities was
considered the major barrier in implementing a NCS. In [86], with focus on the
control of induction motors, a sliding mode ux observer was used to linearize
the induction motor model, such that the application of NCS became feasible. A
fuzzy logic speed controller with state predictor was developed to adapt various
network conditions due to the variable quality of service (QoS). Simulations were
conducted by employing TrueTime toolbox to demonstrate the eectiveness of the
adaptive fuzzy logic PI speed controller.
In [87], a network-based cascade control system on a real laboratory pilot
plant using two alternative eldbus (FB) and NCS control approaches was de-
signed and implemented. The proposed network platform was designed so that a
Smar foundation eldbus controller (DFI-302) could be linked to a remote Siemens
programmable logic controller (S7- 315-2DP) through an industrial Ethernet. The
networked-based conguration was maintained operational using the Smar OPC
Tag browser and Siemens WinCC OPC C servers facilities. Experimental observa-
tions indicated that the network data transmission delay has no serious eect on
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the resulting control performance in the FB implementation approach. However,
the increase in the network transmission delay degrades the control performances
in the NCS implementation approach. To improve the control performance due to
the variable transmission delay degradation eect, a fuzzy PID control approach
was proposed. In [88], experimental platform for NCS was designed and imple-
mented. The system used control, video and ftp/web-data over CAN and switched
Ethernet networks.
Recently, wireless networked control systems (WNCS) became an interest-
ing area in research community, and in particular, designing WNCS over mobile
ad-hoc network (MANET) brought new challenges to the researchers. In ad-
hoc systems, strict guarantee for topology, delay etc. were not practical. A
smart integration of communication network, computing and control was there-
fore required for quality performance of WNCS. In [89], the network, control
and computing co-design issues were reviewed and guidelines for successful im-
plementation were established. Some co-simulation tools for such systems were
addressed. Important ideas for subsequent development were identied, includ-
ing online co-simulation using MATLAB for control/computing, NS2/OPNET for
communication networks and development of co-design theory and co-simulation
tools for control, computing and communication.
The sampling period scheduling of NCSs with multiple control loops was ad-
dressed in [90]. The generalized exponential function was employed to describe
integral absolute error (IAE) performance versus sampling period based on True-
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Time toolbox where the sampling periods were scheduled to obtain the optimal
integrated performance. Algorithms were developed to guarantee the stability
of every control loop and the bandwidth on available network resource. In [91],
the structure of NCS for immune PID controller was designed. The immune PID
controller constituted by the combination of biological immune principles and tra-
ditional PID control had simple structure and algorithm, and with the features of
strong robustness and adaptability, which can improve the control performance of
the system further. Several results pertaining to the analysis and design of NCS
were provided in [92] based on sampled-data, model-based, and hybrid models.
Also, some of the most critical problems in the design of NCS such as packet loss,
network induced time-delays, and limited communication in the control loop were
presented.
With the emerging IP-based technologies, the quality of network trac of a
control system is becoming much more challenging. Operators must constantly
monitor the state of trac ow in the control system and decide whether the
system is functioning properly. Obviously, the characteristics of normal trac
and extract boundary conditions, for example, thresholds, at which the quality
of services begins to deteriorate to intolerable levels must be known. This will
help distinguish safe trac from an undesirable one. In [93], a network simulation
technique was used to analyze the trac behavior of IP-based control systems and
construct a exible simulation architecture. With focus on the message jitter, as
it is embedded within the control loop, the implementation of NCS was consid-
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ered in [94] where a strong impact on the control execution delay was recognized.
By comparing the timing properties of both CAN and PROFIBUS control net-
works, the capability of the CAN network was assessed to full control application
requirements.
A new wireless communication architecture is specied in [95] that provides the
required reliability, safety, security and real-time parameters for wireless sensor
networks. The primary goals of the work were:
1. The implementation of a WirelessHART network simulator which is a new
wireless protocol that aims to establish a new communication standard for
process automation applications. Essentially, The simulator was written
in C++ and interfaced with MATLAB through a S-function, to have a
friendly use of it. The possibility to work with this simulator was added
in the TrueTime library giving to the user a very powerful tool to simulate
dierent wireless scenarios.
2. The study of delay compensation in a WirelessHART network. This protocol
provides for the synchronization between all the devices of the network. If
the controller is not part of the wireless network, no synchronization with
the other devices is guaranteed. In this condition, if the controller clock
is aected by drift, a varying delay is introduced in the control-loop. This
eect degrades the performance desired and, in some critical cases, causes
instability to the whole system.
A framework for NCS simulation to enable the analysis of the inuence of
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network transmissions on the performance of control systems was presented in
[96]. An agent-based design was introduced to simulate data packet transmis-
sions over the network. The network simulator 2-26 (NS-2.26) release was ex-
tended by modifying the user data protocol (UDP) common header in order to
support transmission of application data. Then, modifying the network topol-
ogy parameters, networked control system simulations are analyzed for dierent
parameter changes, such as the network bandwidth, the number of plant nodes,
and the sampling period. The o-line identication problem for open-loop stable
LTI processes working in the networked environment was extensively studied in
[97] with emphasis on the eects of random network-induced delays and packet
dropouts based on event-driven actuators (D/A conversion) and a general non-
uniformly non-synchronized sampled data. A modied version of the simplied
rened instrumental variable method was developed to solve this problem, and
was validated in a networked identication experiment using the simulator True-
Time. The TCP/IP communication issue of data stream in NCS was investigated
in [98]. Analytic model of TCP/IP was presented according to slow start theory.
The simulation model was established based on OPNET software. By applying
TCP or UDP to dierent data streams, the simulation results showed that real
time and reliability of most data streams can be guaranteed.
Although the simulations and experimental investigation presented in this
chapter are somehow inspired or in the line of the related work, but can't be
directly compared with the other related works explicitly. For example, the simu-
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lation study of packet loss is uniquely investigated in the simulation set up. The
laboratory plant and the LabVIEW program is uniquely used in the experimental
study while the other related work use dierent set of plant and software.
3.3 Preliminary Simulations
It turns out from the foregoing discussions that designing a real-time control
system is essentially a co-design problem since the choices made will aect the
control design and vice-versa. Deciding on a particular network protocol will
induce certain delay distributions that must be taken into account in the controller
design. Alternatively, bandwidth requirements in the control loops will inuence
the choice of CPU and network speed. Therefore, using analysis tool like Jitterbug,
one can compute a quadratic performance criterion for a linear control system
under various timing conditions and model representations [99]. A stochastic
timing model with random delays can be invoked to describe the execution of the
system. Guided by this information, the user can proceed using a simulation tool
such as TrueTime to perform event-based co-simulation of a multitasking real-
time kernel containing controller tasks and the continuous dynamics of controlled
plants. The simulations capture the true, timely behavior of real-time controller
tasks and communication networks, and dynamic control and scheduling strategies
can be evaluated from a control performance perspective. The controllers can be
implemented as MATLAB M-functions, C++ functions, or ordinary discrete-
time Simulink blocks. The following subsections shed light of the simulation
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tools.
3.3.1 TrueTime
TrueTime [100] is a Matlab/Simulink based simulator which oers co-simulation
of controller, network transmission, and plant dynamics. Introduced in 2002,
TRUETIME is still evolving and currently a beta version 2 is available, although
version 1.5 is considered as stable software. Main feature of TRUETIME is the use
of real-time kernels in which controller tasks are executed. This environment can
be used to study standard and distributed control, scheduling, overrun handling,
synchronization, control over wireless networks, and wireless ad-hoc routing using
AODV. The TRUETIME blocks can be connected with other Simulink blocks to
Figure 3.1: The TRUETIME 1.5 library blocks
form a real time distributed (networked) control system. The TRUETIME blocks
additionally require to initialize the kernel and network blocks. This also requires
to create tasks, interrupt handlers, timers, events, monitors, etc for the simulation
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environment to work.
TRUETIME network block simulates Medium Access and Packet Transmission
in a Local Area Network (LAN) environment. A node uses ttSendMsg primitive
function to transmit a message over network. This causes a triggering signal to the
network block on the corresponding channel of node on the network. Version 1.5
of TRUETIME supports simple models of networks including: CSMA/CD (e.g.,
Ethernet), CSMA/AMP (e.g., CAN), Round Robin (e.g., Token Bus), FDMA,
TDMA (e.g., TTP), and Switched Ethernet. The models ignore propagation delay
since it is very small in LAN. Models support packet level simulation. Network
parameters can be congured according to experiment include number of nodes
connected to network, data rate in bits/s (i.e., speed of network), minimum frame
size (bits), and loss probability from 0-1 (i.e., probability that message loss during
transmission).
3.4 Simulation Examples
In what follows, we provide two representative examples
3.4.1 Example 1: Investigation of Control performance
against loss probability (packet loss)
Control Performance versus Loss Probability is studied in this example. Loss
Probability is the probability that a network message is lost during transmis-
sion. Lost messages will consume network bandwidth, but will never arrive at the
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destination. Example 1 is shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Simulation Example 1
Network Settings are:
Network Type: CSMA/CD (Ethernet)
Data rate : 80000 bits /sec
Minimum frame size: 40 bits
Loss probability: (0-1)
Investigation of control is observed for dierent values of Loss Probability.
Figure 3.3 shows the reference, output and corresponding control signal when the
loss probability of the network system is zero. Figure 3.4 shows the acceptable
tracking with a control signal having values from -3 as minimum to +3 at max-
imum. Figure 3.5 shows the case when loss probability is 0.1. In this case we
observe oscillations in tracking signal and an increasing eort in the control signal
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(i.e., maximum control signal goes to 6). Figure 3.6 shows the case when loss
probability is 0.2 (i.e., 20%). In this case the tracking signal is exponentially in-
creasing and oscillatory with high magnitude of control signal not feasible. This
investigation illustrates that there is an upper bound on the packet loss (e.g., 0.2
here), beyond which networked system will become unstable.
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Figure 3.3: Loss Probability = 0
3.4.2 Example 2: Investigation of Tracking Error in dif-
ferent types of networks
Investigation of the system shown in Figure 3.2 is carried out for dierent networks
providing same Loss Probability of 0.1. Figure 3.7 shows the tracking signal with
respect to reference in case of dierent networks under similar conditions. The
error (y-r) is shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.4: Loss Probability = 0.05
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Figure 3.5: Loss Probability = 0.1
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Figure 3.6: Loss Probability = 0.2
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Figure 3.8: Error (r-y) in case of dierent networked under similar condition and
Loss probability of 0.1.
The presence of packet loss in network causes overshoot and oscillatory re-
sponse as shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. Switched Ethernet shows larger
error and oscillatory response, while Round Robin shows relatively less error. CAN
network show the least error and least oscillations. This result is due to the fact
that CAN network is deterministic, while Switched Ethernet is non-deterministic
network. Moderate performance of Round Robin is due to the fact that it is based
on token passing method and between node turns, the network is idle. In the sim-
ulated example, CAN network perform best, while the performance of Switched
Ethernet is worst.
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3.5 Experimental Set-Up
A coupled two-tank physical system is used to establish a network control system.
In this experiment, the level of the tank is controlled using pump and the feed-
back signal from level sensor. This system consists of two tanks which are coupled
through a manual valve. Another manual valve is also provided at bottom of each
tank for drain and can be used to illustrate tank leak or disturbance in the level.
Each tank can be lled with a pump operating with a control signal of 0-10 volts.
Each tank can be probed with a level sensor (0-10 volts analog input signal) and
a ow meter (0-10 volts analog input signal).
The pump and level sensor on the physical system are connected to a Plant-PC
via USB based Data Acquisition card. This Plant-PC is connected on Local Area
Network. The Sensor information is transmitted to remote PC (which is Moni-
toring and Controller PC) on the network via TCP/IP communication protocol.
Data Acquisition, TCP/IP communication and Graphical User Interface are build
in LABVIEW software from National Instruments. Graphical block diagram of
this experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3.9.
3.5.1 Brief description of the network
The Local Area Network consists of about 700 nodes. A node means a net-
work device having IP (Internet Protocol) address. These nodes include Servers,
Laboratory Computers, Oce Computers, Networked Printers etc. Network is de-
ployed with Category 5 (i.e., CAT5) and CAT6 cabling standards. The external
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Figure 3.9: Networked two-tank system
gateway is connected through CAT5. One switch at OSI Layer 3 is used for the
external gateway, while 60 switches at OSI Layer 2 are used for the distribution of
nodes in the LAN. Services provided include le sharing, internet access, on-line
printing etc to name few.
3.5.2 Description of plant and controller
The Ethernet based Networked Control System of the Two-Tank process is illus-
trated in Fig.3.9. The plant PC is connected to the Two-Tank process. Analog
Input Channel is connected to the Level Sensor (0-10 volts), and Analog Output
is connected to the Pump. National Instruments USB-DAQ is used for the Inter-
facing. TCP/IP connection is established between the Two PCs (i.e., Plant PC
and Controller PC) over CCSE Network, which is the Local Area Network of the
University Campus. A Manual knob through User Interface on Controller PC is
used to send Control Signal to Plant PC and is applied to the Two Tank system
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via USB-DAQ. Control Signal from remote Controller PC is also displayed on the
Plant PC's Front Panel. Reference Signal is set from Front Panel of Plant PC and
can be send from the Controller PC. Successfully established TCP/IP connection
between Plant PC and Controller PC. Control Action received from Networked
Controller PC is implemented to the Two-Tank System (Practical System) con-
nected to Plant PC.
3.6 Description of programming software:
LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) is used as the
development environment for the experimental setup in this chapter. LabVIEW
is a Graphical Language from National Instruments that gives integration with
data acquisition for measurement and control applications enabling wide range of
connectivity options. A simple LABVIEW program is called Virtual Instrument
(VI), which consists of two parts: (1) Front Panel, and (2) Block Diagram. Front
Panel of a Virtual Instrument works like an HMI (Human Machine Interface) for
user input and display, while block diagram is the data-ow code behind the front
panel where programming is done through built in function blocks. The front
panel for Plant PC is shown in Figure 3.10 while front panel for Controller PC is
not shown due to simplicity. Block diagrams for Plant PC and Controller PC are
shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 respectively to help the reader from programming
view point.
After successful setup of the networked control system as depicted in Fig.3.9,
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Figure 3.10: Front Panel of Plant PC
Figure 3.11: Block Diagram of Plant PC
Figure 3.12: Block Diagram of Networked Controller PC
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we conducted several investigations by changing the proportional gain of the net-
worked controller. Proportional gain of the level controller is varied from 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1 and 1.5. Level measurements are taken on local and remote com-
puter to study the possible delay in measurements. Fig.3.13 shows the Local and
Networked Level Measurement (a), Set Point and current PV (level) (b), Con-
trol Signal from Networked Controller (c), and Error (SP-PV) (d). Fig.3.14 is
a zoomed view of local and networked measurement and a delay can be seen.
Fig.3.15 shows the error in case of dierent values of proportional gain. The error
with Kp = 1:5 provides minimum steady state error.
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3.7 Conclusions
In view of the increasing research activities of distributed control systems, this
chapter has
 reviewed simulation tools and experimental setups for distributed and net-
worked control systems
 established experimental setup for networked control systems
 performed simulations to investigate the stability of a dc servo motor in
networked scenario against dierent loss probabilities.
 studied eect of dierent networks on the control performance is investigated
with a simulation study for xed packet loss case.
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Both the simulation and experimental investigations indicate promising results
and have brought encouraging experience to the authors to expand the research
in a co-experimental-simulation environment to expand the research and to con-
tribute improved results to the community of control systems.
The work presented in this chapter contributes further to the eorts made
by other researchers in the experimental and simulation sides of the eld of dis-
tributed and networked control systems. Essentially, it tries to motivate the ex-
isting eorts and shows interesting areas of research by using co-simulations and
experimental eorts in addition to using existing Ethernet to provide communica-
tion link between dierent units of a distributed system. Briey stated, this work
has uniquely investigated:
 the eect of packet loss on stability of a networked control system,
 the eect of dierent type of network on the control performance,
 observation of the delay of measurement experimentally and
 the dierent steady state errors when changing the proportional gain of
controller
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CHAPTER 4
OUTPUT FEEDBACK
EVENT-TRIGGERED
CONTROL FOR DNCS
This chapter addresses the problem of output-feedback communication and control
with event-triggered framework in the context of distributed networked control
systems. The design problem of the event-triggered output-feedback control is
proposed as a linear matrix inequality (LMI) feasibility problem. The scheme
is developed for the distributed system where only partial states are available.
In this scheme, a subsystem uses local observers and share its information to its
neighbors only when the subsystem's local error exceeds a specied threshold. The
developed method is illustrate by using a coupled cart example from literature.
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4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Motivation
The advancement of computational and communication technology, and accessi-
bility with open standard interfaces have relaxed the hard-requirement of simple
algorithms at sensing and actuation devices. In turn, this has encouraged to de-
sign intelligent and smart sensing and actuation devices for control applications.
These distributed smart devices can be congured from controllers with appro-
priate sensing and control schemes to meet the distributed control objectives.
In addition, the wireless technology has enabled to realize a type of distributed
control systems embedded with wireless nodes, thus asking for resource ecient
control and communication algorithms. Such systems require to limit the use of
sensing, communicating and control to the time instances when the system needs
attention. Recall that the classical sampled-data control is based on periodic
sensing, control calculation, and actuation irrespective weather there is change in
sensing or new control calculation is needed [20]. Many simulation and experi-
mental studies show that event-triggered control strategy is capable of reducing
the number of control calculations with satisfactory closed-loop performance, see,
e.g., [60], [14], [15], the stable control algorithms in distributed networked control
paradigm is rare. In this regard, we have studied the problem of event based
output-feedback control in the context of distributed networked systems.
Event-triggered control (ETC) is a control strategy that is especially suited for
applications where communication resources are scarce [101]. By updating and
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communicating sensor and actuator data only when needed for stability or per-
formance purposes, ETC is capable of reducing the amount of communications,
while still retaining a satisfactory closed-loop performance. In an event-triggered
scheme, a control task is triggered by the violation of the so-called "event con-
dition", which is usually based on the actual state of the plant. Because the
event-triggered control enables the task periods to vary with the system state,
it can generate longer task periods than the time-triggered control. Hence, it
can improve the eective usage of system resources. Furthermore, it leads to a
better overall system performance, i.e., a trade-o between the control perfor-
mance (tracking, stabilization, and disturbance rejection), software performance
(processor load), and other aspects (communication bus load and system cost, see
[73]).
Furthermore, since sensor and actuator nodes can be physically distributed,
centralized event-triggering mechanisms are often prohibitive and, therefore, we
will propose a decentralized event-triggering mechanism. This event-triggering
mechanism invokes transmission of the outputs in a node when the dierence
between the current values of the outputs in the node and their previously trans-
mitted values becomes large compared to the current values and an additional
threshold.
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4.1.2 Limitations in existing literature
A majority of the literature on event-triggered control is based on the state-
feedback control methods [102]. In many control applications complete state
measurement may not be available for feedback. In case full state is not avail-
able, the output-feedback controllers are required. The problem of event-triggered
output-feedback control is still open problem. To truly realize the benets of
event-triggering, one would need an event-triggered output feedback controller,
in which triggering is done solely on the basis of observed sensor measurements,
rather than state estimates [2]. This chapter studies the problem of event-triggered
output feedback control in the scenario of distributed networked control systems.
Extension of existing state-feedback event-triggered control communication and
control methods to output-feedback scheme is not straightforward and may result
in Zeno behavior [102]. Another requirement of the event based scheme is to keep
a minimum-time between two subsequent events [102] in addition of the stability
of the overall scheme. Notice that the Zeno behavior in which the inter-event
time converges to zero, also makes practical implementation of any event-based
scheme dicult. The sensors, actuators and controller nodes in a networked sys-
tem can be physically distributed, thus a distributed triggering is required instead
of centralized scheme. This encourages to investigate the event-based methods for
communication and control in the distributed networked framework.
Networked based systems raise several issues including energy, continuous data,
synchronization and congestion. Such networked-related problems have been ad-
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dressed by several researchers. In [103], the issue of energy and continuous data is
addressed by discussing an energy-ecient framework for data collection based on
clustering in wireless sensor networks. Integrated prediction and clustering tech-
niques, enables a reducing communication cost and applies sleep/awake scheduling
for ecient energy framework. An application layer data throughput prediction
and optimization service is designed and implemented in [104] for many-tasks
computing in distributed environment. The scheme uses multiple parallel TCP
streams to improve end-to-end throughput of data transfer and to avoid con-
gestion. Challenges design, and performance aspect for large scale distributed
computing environment is addressed in [105]. Body sensor networks (BSN) are
used to monitor health by using biosensors distributed over the human body at
dierent positions. Time synchronization and low-energy communication are two
challenges in the biosensor network. In [106], an energy ecient scheme was pro-
posed the body sensor networks based on a hybrid multihop network structure. In
[107], dynamic scheduling for wireless data networks is proposed to solve network
congestion problem, where wireless transmission is modeled by considering inter-
ference and the adaptive transmission rate. A codesign approach is presented in
[108] for the structure health monitoring of distributed civil structures, an impor-
tant cyber-physical system application. The scheme uses wireless sensor network
for the detection of damage and its location. The key requirement of such ap-
plications is the energy eciency and event based sensing in the wireless sensor
networks.
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4.1.3 Why think of Output Feedback?
One objective in the control theory is to achieve good control performance with
resource ecient control scheme. State-feedback control scheme requires full states
of the plant. State Feedback allows a rich and sophisticated approach to design a
controller. For example:
 One can position the poles anywhere at the desired location (but at cost of
high control gains), in the left half plane,
 One can use design tools like LQR regulator directly
The rst advantage of full state feedback is that it gives complete control over
placement of the closed loop eigenvalues. Second, if a Kalman lter or observer is
required to construct the states for feedback, the separation theorem guarantees
that the system closed loop eigenvalues consist of the lter eigenvalues together
with the controller eigenvalues, each computed as if they were operating sepa-
rately. Finally, the method can be extended to multi-variable control by use of
LQG optimal control theory. In fact state feedback allows us to position the closed
loop poles anywhere we want by using any pole placement methods (Ackermann,
etc); the problem is that we should have a very reliable process model because the
state estimation calculated by the state observer will be based on that and the
state feedback gains too, so if there is a mismatch between the real process and
our model the poles can go unstable in worst case. The control algorithms based
on the actual process response (output) are far more robust and reliable than
those based on process models, unless we have a way to keep the model precisely
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updated. We should recall the that, there are some cases when we should use
state feedback instead of output feedback. For example, when there are unstable
modes that are uncontrollable from the output, but can be controlled by other
states. Such cases are exceptional for output feedback control methods.
4.2 Related Work
Little work has been done for event-triggered output feedback control. It is worth
to mention that most of the prior work about the event-triggered and self-triggered
control concentrates on the state-feedback controllers. So far, only few studies
have been carried for the output-feedback controllers. An event-triggered imple-
mentation based on a dynamic output-feedback controller was shown in [109].
Recently, a dynamic output-feedback control system under a modied event-
triggering mechanism was modeled as an impulsive system in [110]. Conditions on
its stability and L1 gain performance were derived in terms of LMIs. A guaran-
teed minimum inter-event time was also presented. In [111], an observer structure
from [112] is combined with the self-triggered state-feedback controller proposed
in [113] to form an output feedback conguration. Here, the event triggering is
designed on basis of the Lyapunov function between the sampling events. In [114],
previous work of [111] is extended to the case of acyclically interconnected sys-
tems. [110] proposed an event-triggering mechanism that invokes execution of the
control task when the dierence between the measured output or the control input
of the plant or controller, respectively, and its previously sampled value becomes
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large compared to its current value and an additional threshold. [115] examined
output feedback control of wireless networked control systems where there are
separate links between the sensor-to-controller and controller-to-actuator. The
proposed triggering events only rely on local information so that the transmis-
sions from the sensor and controller subsystems are not necessarily synchronized.
An upper bound on the optimal cost attained by the closed-loop system is es-
tablished for the weakly coupled case. [116] investigated both reduced and full
order observers for linear system with event-triggered sensing scheme. Global uni-
form ultimate bounded stability of the closed-loop systems is established with the
event-triggered scheme.
In [117], an observer based output-feedback control scheme is presented in
event-triggered framework. This scheme uses a state observer in the event gen-
erator and shows the communication frequency is bounded. This work can be
extended by including a disturbance estimator to the observer that will enable
the event generator and the control input generator to have an estimate of the
disturbance. The additional information about system disturbances can be used to
further increase the inter-sampling time of event triggering. Other event-Triggered
methods based on output information instead of full state information are dis-
cussed in [110], [118], [119], and [120]. The Luenberger state observer of the event
generator in [117] is assumed to continuously receive the measured output. In
[110], the measured output is directly used to update the control signal at event
times and there is no observer as compared to [117]. While in [118], [119] and [120],
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Event based Kalman lter is used to estimate the state from the event-sampled
measured output. [118] extended the work of [121] by determining suboptimal
event-triggers in nite-horizon output-feedback problems.
In [122], triggering events are proposed for weakly coupled output feedback
control of wireless networked control systems. The weakly coupling in [122] re-
laxes the strongly coupling requirement of [110]. In [123], distributed estimation
over wireless sensor networks (WNSs) is presented based on event-based technique.
The methodology is based on a combination of local observers and a consensus
strategy. The observers are designed using LMI assuming periodic communi-
cation, which are deployed with an event-based strategy to reduce the network
trac. [124] discussed three output feedback architectures depending weather the
controller and sensor are co-located or not. The observer and controller gains are
calculated independently and the inter-sample times are conservative. Most of
the proposed event-triggering conditions depend only on local information and in-
clude explicit positive lower thresholds for inter-sampling times that are designed
to ensure global asymptotic stability of the closed loop system. In comparison,
[110] proposed an event-triggered implementation that guarantees uniform ulti-
mate boundedness of the plant state and a semi-global estimate of the minimum
intercommunication time (dependent on the initial state of the dynamic controller
and the unknown state of the plant).
In [117], a model based output feedback controller was proposed, in which
the communication from the observer subsystem to the system model subsystem
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is triggered whenever a condition comparing the observer state and the state of
a local copy of the system model exceeds a threshold. This controller guaran-
tees a positive minimum transmission time and uniform ultimate boundedness of
the closed loop state. In [118], [122] event-triggered output feedback control for
discrete-time systems was studied as an optimal control problem, explicitly in-
volving communication costs. The proposed architecture includes a Kalman lter
in the sensor subsystem and identical observers in the sensor as well as actuator
subsystems. The results provide an upper bound on the optimal cost attained
by the event-triggered system. In comparison to [117], [118], [122], we do not
require identical observers/models to be run at dierent locations. Recently, a
self-triggered dynamic output feedback controller was proposed in [114] where a
discrete-time observer is in cascade with a full state-feedback self-triggered con-
troller. The resulting closed loop system is rendered input-to-state stable (ISS)
with respect to exogenous disturbances.
In [125], the authors focused on the design of the event-triggered control when
the full state can not be available. Event condition is based on the output error
and asymptotic stability is given in terms of an LMI (Linear Matrix Inequality).
In [126], an event-triggered control for networked control systems is discussed in
passivity based I/O framework, where triggering condition is based on the passiv-
ity theorem. [126] studied the network induced delays and studies the nite-gain
L2 stability from external disturbance to the plant output.
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4.3 Problem Formulation
Consider a distributed networked control system consisting of N agents (or sub-
systems). An agent can be a subsystem, or an individual plant. See Figure 4.1
for graphic illustration of such system with three agents. Each agent consists of
a physical component (responsible for system dynamics) and a cyber component
(responsible for control & communication). The physical components are inter-
connected as shown by the solid lines in the gure, while the cyber components are
interconnected through communication network as shown by dashed lines in the
gure. A model of distributed networked control system is discussed in [2] assum-
ing state-feedback control. The model is further used in [11] for event-triggered
data transmission in distributed networked control systems with packet loss and
transmission delay. In this chapter, we extend the the state feedback scenario
of [11] to the output feedback case. In case of output feedback, the states are
partially known, and local observers are designed to estimate the states. The ob-
server estimated states can be shared to the appropriate neighboring subsystem
according to the overall control objectives of the distributed system. It is assumed
that the subsystems have interacting dynamics, and thus require dynamic infor-
mation from the neighboring subsystem. The control law is designed into two
parts. One part is dependent on the local observed states, and the second part
is based on the information received via network for the interacting dynamics of
other subsystems.
Remark 4.3.1 In case of large number of subsystem states, sharing the outputs
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will further reduce the network trac in the distributed system.
The distributed networked control system with output feedback is shown in Fig.
4.1. The dening features of a distributed networked control system are: (1)
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Figure 4.1: Event-Triggered Distributed Networked Control System with Output
Feedback
The plant is consisting of subsystems with individual controllers, (2) the output
of one subsystem is the input for the other subsystem resulting in a cascaded
interconnected system, (3) the sensors, actuators and controllers are connected
via a communication data network as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
The distributed networked control system consisting of N subsystems can il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.1 when N = 3. Each subsystem consists of a physical com-
ponent (responsible for system dynamics) and a cyber component (responsible
for control & communication). We can introduce a unifying cyber component
for generality that may represent sensor, actuator and/or controller as networked
event-based controller and communicator (NECC), as shown in Fig. 4.1. The
physical connection between the subsystems is represented by the solid lines, and
the communication link between the cyber components (NECCi) is shown by
dashed lines, respectively in the Fig. 4.1. The distributed networked framework
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discussed in this section is taken from [2].
4.3.1 Graph theoretical representation of DNCS
The distributed networked system as shown in Fig. 4.1, can be described and
analyzed in the notion of the graph theory. In graph theory, several objects
(subsystems) along with their interconnected relationship are modeled as graphs.
These graphs can be viewed as mathematical structures illustrating the relational
behavior of the subsystems. The subsystems (i.e., objects) are known as vertices,
and the interconnecting lines are called edges. This section presents the graph
theoretical representation of the DNCS system based on [2]. The Fig. 4.1 repre-
sents three vertices (i.e., subsystems), three physical-edges (solid lines), and two
cyber-edges (communication links between system 1-3, and system 2-3).
For general discussion, the overall distributed networked control system can be di-
vided into two graphs: (1) physical coupling graph (Gphy), and (2) communication
graph (Gcomm).
Physical coupling graph
Physical coupling graph consists of physical-edges and physical-vertices. Let
Ephy  N  N represents the set of edges in the physical-graph Gphy. Since,
each physical subsystem is assumed to have a corresponding cyber-subsystem (i.e.,
NECC), therefore the number of vertices in physical and communication graph
are same. Let, N represents the vertices of the physical-graph as well as for the
communication graph, where N = 1; 2; ::::; N is the set of the subsystems. Hence,
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a graph Gphy = (N ; Ephy) represents the physical coupling between the individual
subsystems, where Ephy  N N is the set of edges in the physical graph. Note
that, an edge (i; j) is considered in Ephy if the dynamics of subsystem j's physical
component are directly driven by subsystem i's local state. To further elaborate,
two corresponding neighborhoods (Di, and Si) in physical graphs are introduced
to show the driving and driven-by character between the subsystems in physical
interaction. The set Di = fj 2 Nj(j; i) 2 Ephyg contain the subsystems which
physical drive the i subsystem. The set Si = fj 2 Nj(j; i) 2 Ecpg includes the
subsystems which are drive-by the subsystem i.
Communication graph
Communication graph consists of communication-edges and communication-
vertices. Let Ecm  N  N represents the edges of the graph Gcommunication.
The graph Gcm = (N ; Ecm) represents the interconnections between the cyber-
components of the subsystems. N denotes the vertices (i.e., nodes) of the graph
and Ecm  N N represents the edges of the graph. The set Zi = fj 2 Nj(j; i) 2
Ecmg represents the subsystems who can send information to subsystem i. The
set Ui = fj 2 Nj(j; i) 2 Ecmg contain the subsystem who can receive information
from subsystem i. Assume jj = number of elements in the set  =  [ i, where
  N is any set discussed above.
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Dynamical model of DNCS
Assuming xi represent the local state of a subsystem in the distributed networked
system, the dynamics can be represented by Eq. 4.1.
_xi(t) = fi(xDi(t); ui(t); wi(t)); xi(t0) = xi0 (4.1)
where xi : R! Rn, xDi = fxjgj2Di are the local states of subsystem i 's neighbors
that are physically connected to it. The system dynamics are characterized by the
function fi : RnjDijRmRl !Rn is continuous and locally Lipschitz satisfying
fi(0; 0; 0) = 0. ui : R! Rm is a control input generated by the cyber-component
of the subsystem and wi : R! Rl is an external disturbance.
Assuming that the subsystem i can only detect its own state, Xi, and receive the
broadcast states of its neighbors in Zi. If some local error increases a threshold,
subsystem i will sample and broadcast its state information to all subsystems in
the set Ui over a real-time network. The control ui, generated by subsystem i's
cyber-component is computed based on the latest states that were successfully
broadcast by those subsystems in Zi. These broadcast states are represented by
x^Zi(t). Thus, the control signal, used by subsystem i is computed based on x^Zi(t),
and can be written as
ui(t) = gi(x^Zi(t)) (4.2)
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The corresponding linear form of the distributed networked control system can be
represented as:
_xi(t) = Aiixi(t) +Biui(t) +
X
j2Di
Aijxj(t) + Ciwi(t)
ui(t) = Kiix^i(t) +
X
j2Zi
Kijx^j(t) (4.3)
4.4 Event-Triggered Output Feedback Control
The existing work on event-triggered output feedback is limited to either single
control loops [117] or strongly coupled distributed systems [102]. This work studies
the output feedback control of distributed networked control systems where sen-
sors, actuators and controllers are connected over shared communication network.
The distributed event-triggering depends on local information at the subsystem
and thus relaxes the synchronization requirement of the subsystems. The chapter
presents the LMI formulation of the Event-Triggered Output Feedback control
by solving the feasibility of the proposed LMI system to get a stable closed-loop
system.
4.4.1 The Method
This section shows how to implement the distributed output feedback scheme
for linear distributed networked control systems. This notion of L2 stability is
used for stability analysis. For linear systems, events are designed by solving
LMI feasibility problems. Consider the distributed networked control system with
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individual plant i dynamics given by
_xi(t) = Aiixi(t) +Biui(t) +
X
j2Di
Aijxj(t) +  iwi(t)
yi(t) = Ciixi(t) +
X
j2Zi
Cij~xj(t) (4.4)
Let the structure of the distributed observer is
_~xi(t) = Aii~xi(t) + Biui(t) + Li[yi   ~yi]
~yi(t) = Cii~xi(t) +
X
j2Zi
Dij~xj(t) (4.5)
where,
 xi, yi, and ui are physical variables representing physical coupling
 ~xi and y^i are observer variables
 y^i is networked variable.
Since, the event-triggered communication and control aims to reduce the network
trac over the control network, the delay and packet drop is reduced inherently.
The event-triggering scheme is not dependent on time, and therefore, the delay
and packet drop is not that important in an event-triggered scheme as compared
to the time-triggered scheme. In event-triggered control, time is not critical and
the sensing and control is based on an event. Therefore, the network properties
are not critical in event-triggered control as they are in time-triggered control.
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The interacting dynamics of the distributed networked control system, require
that the control action at the local subsystem should be calculated based on the lo-
cally observed dynamics as well as on the information-dynamics of the interacting
subsystem. Thus, the controller at the subsystem i is given by
ui(t) = Kii~xi(t) +
X
j2Zi
Kijx^j(t) (4.6)
where,Kii is the gain matrix corresponding to locally observed dynamics ~xi(t), and
Kij corresponds to the interacting dynamics x^j(t) of subsystems in the interacting
set Zi.
This is an observer based output feedback control system because the control
decision is based on the output of the process without having the actual state
of the system. The proposed system uses output of the process to calculate an
estimation of state for communication and control purpose.
Assuming that the individual dynamics of each subsystem is same, we can combine
overall DNCS system can be into following notation for unied analysis and design
purpose. The overall plant is represented by
_x(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) +  w(t) (4.7)
y(t) = Cx(t); (4.8)
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where x = (xT1 ; : : : ; x
T
N)
T ; u = (uT1 ; : : : ; u
T
N)
T ; w = (wT1 ; : : : ; w
T
N)
T , and x^ =
(x^T1 ; : : : ; x^
T
N)
T . Overall distributed observer system is given by
_~x(t) = Ad~x(t) +Bu(t) + L[y   ~y] (4.9)
~y(t) = C~x(t); (4.10)
where x = (xT1 ; : : : ; x
T
N)
T ; u = (uT1 ; : : : ; u
T
N)
T ; w = (wT1 ; : : : ; w
T
N)
T , and x^ =
(x^T1 ; : : : ; x^
T
N)
T . and, the distributed controllers take the following form
u(t) = Kl~x(t) +Knx^(t) (4.11)
where u = (uT1 ; : : : ; u
T
N)
T ; ~x = (~xT1 ; : : : ; ~x
T
N)
T , x^ = (x^T1 ; : : : ; x^
T
N)
T ; Kl =
(Kl1; : : : ; KlN); Kn = (Kn1; : : : ; KnN). Assuming that dim(Kl) = dim(Kn) for
the symmetric case.
The control action in 4.11 is event-based due to the fact that t 2 [rik; f ik), where
rikk = 1
1 is the transmission release time sequence, and f ikk = 1
1 is the trans-
mission nishing time sequence for a transmission message from system i. Here,
rik, and f
i
k are monotonically increasing sequences corresponding to system i. The
transmission and the control is based on the event-triggered values, which makes
the control in 4.11 dierent from time-triggered control.
Remark 4.4.1 This work is an extension of [11] for the case of output-feedback
control. Moreover, in [11], all the states of the subsystem are broadcasted which
may not be required. Thus, in our work, we target to communicate the outputs
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of the system which reduces the communication burden and network trac. This
work assumes that the only partial states are measurable and uses observers at
the local subsystems. The event-triggering is based on observed states and not on
exact measurements as required in [11].
With the above system description and notations, we dene following theorem
that can be used to design the distributed output based observer and controller.
Theorem 4.1 Consider the Distributed Networked Control System represented
by (4.7), (4.9), and (4.11). Given  2 R+;  2 R+, assume that there exist
positive-denite block-diagonal matrices S;M;R;X1; X3; X8; X9; Y1; Y2 2 RnNnN ,
X4; X5 2 Rb2a1, and X2 2 Rb2b1 such that:
2664 SA+ SAt  
   2I
3775  0 (4.12)
2664 AdM +MAd  X1  X t1 +BX2 +X t2Bt M
  R
3775  0 (4.13)
2664 X8 M
  I
3775  0; X9   X8  0 (4.14)
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266666666664
 Y1 BX4 +BX5 +X t3  BXs  
  Y2  BX8 +X9 0
  X8  X9 0
     2I
377777777775
 0 (4.15)
je(t)j2  jx^(t)j2 (4.16)
where,  > 0 is the tuning variable satisfying the event-triggering condition for
stable operation for all i 2 N and all t  t0.
Given A;B;C; , and  > 0, the LMIs of 4.1 can be solved by existing LMI solvers
to design Kl, Kn, and L for an output based event triggered controller scheme.
Proof: Consider the Lyapunov function V = xtPx+~xtP0~x. Along the trajectories
of 4.9 and 4.12, we get
_V = xtP _x+ _xtPx+ ~xtP0 _~x+ _~x
t
P0~x
= xtP (Ax+Bu+  w) + (Ax+Bu+  w)tPx
+ ~xtP0(Ad~x+Bu+ L[y   ~y])
+ (Ad~x+Bu+ L[y   ~y])tP0~x (4.17)
Let an error ei = [t0;1) ! Rn be dened as ei(t) , ~xi(t)   x^i(t) for 8t 
t0. This represents error between system i's current state estimate and its last
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transmitted value e = ~x  x^) x^ = ~x  e. The control signal is given by,
u = Kl~x+Knx^ = Kl~x+Kn(~x  e)
= (Kl +Kn)~x Kne (4.18)
Thus from (4.17), we get
_V = xtP (Ax+BK~x BKne+  w)
+ (Ax+BK~x BKne+  w)tPx
+ ~xtP0(Ad~x+BK~x BKne+ LCx  LC~x)
+ (Ad~x+BK~x BKne+ LCx  LC~x)tP0~x (4.19)
Using following event-condition based inequality kek  kx^k;  > 0 and manip-
ulating, the Lyapunov derivative can be written as
_V  xt[PA+ AtP +  2PCCtP ]x
+ ~xt[P0(Ad +BK   LC) + (Atd +KtBt   CtLt)P0]~x
+ wt Px+  2wtw
+ xt(PBK + CtLtP0)~x  xtPBKne+ xtP w
+ +~xt(KtBtP + P0LC)x  ~xtP0BKne
  etKtnBtPx  etKtnBtP0~x+ ete  x^tx^ (4.20)
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With, x^ = ~x  e, we now express  x^tx^ as  x^tx^ =  ~xt~x+~xte+et~x ete.
Substituting back into (4.20), we get:
_V  xt[PA+ AtP +  2PCCtP ]x
+ xt(PBK + CtLtP0)~x  xtPBKne+ xtP w
+ ~xt[P0(ad +BK   LC) + (Atd +KtBt   CtLt)P0]~x
+ ~xt(KtBtP + P0LC)x  ~xtP0BKne  ~xt~x+ ~xte
  etKtnBtPx  etKtnBtP0~x+ et~x  ete
+ wt Px+  2wtw + ete (4.21)
This can be written into the compact form:
_V  t;  = [xt; ~xt; et; wt]t;
 =
266666666664
o PBK + C
tLtP0  PBKn P 
 a  P0BKn + I 0
  (1  )I 0
    2I
377777777775
o = PA+ A
tP +  2PCCtP
a = P0(Ad +BK   Lc)(Atd +KtBt   CtLt)P0   I (4.22)
where  stands for symmetric terms. A sucient condition for stability is that
_V  0 which in turn is guaranteed by   0. Now, let PA+AtP +  2PCCtP =
 Q1, and P0(Ad+BK LC)(Atd+KtBt CtLt)P0 =  R1, then  can be written
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as
 =
266666666664
 Q1 PBK + CtLtP0  PBKn P 
  R1   I  P0BKn + I 0
   (  1)I 0
     2I
377777777775
 0 (4.23)
Letting S = P 1;M = P 10 ; Y1 = SQS; Y2 = M(R1 + I)M;X1 = LCM;X2 =
KM , we express the rst two diagonal blocks of  as
2664 Y1 + AS + SAt C
   2I
3775  0
2664 Yo M
  R1
3775  0
Yo = Y2 + AdM +BKM   LCM +MAtd
+MKtBt  MCtLt
Now, by change of variables, let X1 = LCM , and X2 = KM , we have L =
X1M
 1Ct and K = X2M 1. Therefore, the LMI can be written as
2664 AdM +MAtd  X1  X t1 +BX2 +X t2Bt M
  R
3775  0 (4.24)
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By making change of variables X t3 = SC
tLt; X4 = K1M;X5 = KnM and using
congruent transformation, W = diag[P 1; P 10 ; P
 1
0 ; I], we cast W
tW  0 into
the form:
266666666664
 Y1 BX4 +BX5 +X t3  BXs  
  Y2  BX5 + X8 0
  (1  )X8 0
     2I
377777777775
 0
where MM = X8 and letting X8 = X9. These constraints can be incorporated
as two additional inequalities:
X9   X8  02664 X8 M
M  I
3775  0
Grouping the foregoing inequalities leads to the LMIs (4.12)-(4.16) as desired.
Remark 4.4.2 These LMIs can be solved by the existing LMI solvers to get nd
feasible solutions for LMI variables for an appropriate . Once get the feasible
solution of these LMI variables, we can nd the observer gain matrix L and the
controller gain matrices Kl, and Kn.
Remark 4.4.3 The Theorem 4.1 can be used to tune the threshold parameter .
The LMIs can be solved for individual subsystem for a range of i for individ-
ual subsystem i, and a combined objective function based on i can be used to
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individually tune the value of i at individual subsystem in distributed networked
systems. This way, distributed event triggering can be achieved according to the
varying (slow to fast) dynamics of the individual subsystem.
4.5 Simulation Result
This section presents the numerical solution and simulation results for a collection
of coupled carts taken from [38]. This example illustrates three carts coupled by
springs. We assume that each cart is equipped with individual observers and
local control is calculated based on local observed states and on the information
received from network. The individual subsystem (i.e., the ith cart) has state
vector _x = [pivi]
t, where pi is the position, and vi is the velocity of ith cart. At
equilibrium, the coupling springs are assumed upstretched. Dynamic equation for
ith cart is _x = Aixi +Biui +Hi;i 1xi 1 +Hi;i+1xi+1, where Ai =
0BB@ 0 1
 ik 0
1CCA ,
Bi =
0BB@ 0
1
1CCA, and Hij =
0BB@ 0 0
ij 0
1CCA.
The system parameters are (see [38]): N=3, spring constant k = 5, 1 = N = 1,
2 =. For coupling, ij = 1 for i 62 1; N , j 2 i  1; i+ 1, and 12 = N;N 1 = 1,
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otherwise ij = 0. The overall model is described by following matrices:
A =
26666666666666666664
0 1 0 0 0 0
 5 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0  10 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0  5 0
37777777777777777775
; B =
26666666666666666664
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
37777777777777777775
;
C =
26666664
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
37777775 ; D =
26666666666666666664
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
37777777777777777775
With  = 0:5, the LMI solver returns feasible solutions with following LMI
variables  = 1:3782
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L =
26666666666666666664
 3192:1 0 0
0 0 0
0  3192:1 0
0 0 0
0 0  3192:1
0 0 0
37777777777777777775
Kl =
26666664
0 2:8648 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2:8602 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2:8556
37777775 ;
Kn =
26666664
0  1:0885 0 0 0 0
0 0 0  1:0867 0 0
0 0 0 0 0  1:0850
37777775
The simulation graphs of the considered example show the stable closed loop
performance. Using the LMI Solver, the feasible solution resulted in following
trajectories. Plant states, control inputs and plant outputs are shown in Figs.
4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 respectively. The observer states, corresponding outputs are
shown in Figs. 4.5, and 4.6 respectively. Absolute error between the plant output
and the estimated output is shown in Fig. 4.7. Smooth behavior is observed
which showed the eectiveness of the developed approach.
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Figure 4.2: Plant state trajectories
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Figure 4.3: Behavior of control inputs
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Figure 4.4: Plant output patterns
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Figure 4.5: Observer state trajectories
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Figure 4.6: Observer output trajectories
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Figure 4.7: Output error of system and observer outputs
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4.6 Conclusions and Future Work
The problem of event-triggered output-feedback control is solved in the context
of distributed networked control systems. The problem is solved in terms of a
linear matrix inequality (LMI) feasibility solution. The output based controller
is designed based on the local observed dynamics and the information shared
by neighboring interacting subsystems. The information sharing is based on an
event condition which requires only locally observed dynamics. The control law is
designed in two parts to take care of individual dynamics as well as the coupling of
the subsystems. The proposed design is illustrate by using a benchmark example
of a batch reactor which shows the stabilizing results of the control system.
Current work is focused on developing stable event-triggered output-feedback
control algorithm for distributed networked systems. This work can be extended
to search of optimal bounds for the distributed event triggering scheme in the
presented output based framework. Study of the distributed observers including
scheduling methods also has a research potential. The work can be further be
extended to address self-triggered control and co-design methods in the framework
of distributed networked systems.
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CHAPTER 5
EVENT-TRIGGERED VERSUS
TIME-TRIGGERED
NETWORKED SYSTEMS
This chapter presents the study and evaluation of the Time-Triggered Control
(TTC) and Event-Triggered Control (ETC) in view of Distributed Networked
Control Systems (DNCS) over wireless network. Besides the guaranteed use of
time-triggered control system, it has been shown that Event-triggered control
results in large reduction in computational and communication resources while
keeping control performance at reasonable level. Going for faster time-triggered
(i.e., periodic) systems is not the optimal and practical choice in case of distributed
networked systems, where synchronization and multi-rate sampling is an issue. An
alternate approach is event based scheme that is resource ecient. This chapter
investigates the control performance of time-triggered and event-triggered control
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system using simulation examples and related analytical discussions. A set-point
tracking example consisting of sensor with send-on-delta triggering and event trig-
gered PI controller is studied in the PiccSIM (a co-simulation environment based
on Simulink and Network Simulator NS-2). A second simulation is done for a
stabilizing example of a three cart system which is simulated in TrueTime (Mat-
lab based network control simulation package) to demonstrate the comparison for
distributed networked systems.
5.1 Introduction
The current control engineering practice assumes the periodic sampling and con-
trol for sensors, controllers and actuators. The sampling period can vary depend-
ing upon the sensors and controlling device and multi-rate sampling is usually
observed in a practical process plant. But, the time-triggered nature of the over-
all automatic control theory is assumed as default. One of the reasons is the
wide spread development and common use of control theory for sampled data
system, e.g., [127]. Recently due to technology push of communication, physically
interconnected systems, and the requirement of resource optimization, leads the
researchers to think about alternate solution. One solution of resource optimiza-
tion is to use them eciently, i.e., use the resource while ensuring a good enough
performance. The resource optimization and improved control performance oer
a tradeo and can vary with application and criticality of situation.
Event based (aperiodic or asynchronous) control system is the most prominent al-
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ternative to time based control systems showing the potential for future control ap-
plications specially in wireless based monitoring and control applications. Among
several application areas, the distributed networked control system (DNCS) is the
most attractive and promising area for event based communication and control
methods. DNCS can be treated as a class of cyber-physical system. It is in-
teresting to note that some physical systems are inherently based on event based
sampling. In such systems, properly designed event based control can denitely
outperform the time triggered methods. An example of this is an internal com-
bustion engine, where control action is based on sampling against engine speed.
Other systems like supply & chain and manufacturing production systems are
better designed when based on demand rate.
5.1.1 Research directions in ETC
Currently, researchers are looking for ways to provide quantitative assessments
and comparisons of cases when ETC can outperform, compete or eciently ap-
proximates TTC. We use the term "ecient-approximation" to highlight the cases
when ETC can compete or approximate in control performance while outperform
TTC in utilizing resources. There are three general research areas for event based
systems to be developed, (1) theoretical results, (2) Practical validation, and (3)
Comparison with TTC. Besides developing the theoretical results and practical
validation, this is also important to gure out quantitative ways highlighting per-
formance tradeo between event-triggered and time-triggered methods. From con-
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trol engineering aspect, such quantitative method should account for both control
cost and networked communication cost. Such cost based functions can be used
to assess overall control performance and also help in the co-design approach for
networked based control systems. These cost functions and control performance
indexes are discussed in 5.3. Comparison investigations can help to identify the
cases in which event-triggered methods of communication and control are advan-
tageous than time-triggered methods specially in case of Distributed Networked
Control Systems.
5.1.2 Why consider ETC in distributed networked sys-
tems
For a distributed networked system, the large number of networked sensors, ac-
tuators and controllers may result in high data trac requiring high bandwidth
networks. Even in high bandwidth networks, the delay and dropout may bring
the overall system under stability and performance threats. Having high speci-
cations network is also not feasible in case of every control loop. The situation
becomes computationally and energy wise expensive when wireless network is used
between sensors, actuators and controllers as the communication channel.
Due to the synchronization and communication issues in distributed systems,
Event based scheduling, estimation and control oer potential benets over time
based estimation and control techniques. Recall that event based systems are
intelligent system in the sense that they make decisions against some piece of in-
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formation rather than blindly repeating its function with the time clock. The
remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the related
event triggered work in distributed networked systems, wireless based systems and
shows graphical comparison of event triggered and time triggered control from the
literature. The event based distributed framework used to study and evaluate the
performance of event-triggered and time-triggered control is described in Chapter
4. Section 5.3 discusses the ways of comparing the time triggered and event trig-
gered schemes from networked system aspect. Section 5.4 highlights the control
and communication performance of the simulated examples developed in True-
Time and PiccSIM. Section 6 provides some nal conclusions.
5.2 Related Work
Initial comparative study appeared in [14] where these two methods are compared
in view of closed loop variance and average sampling rate. Although majority of
the work on event triggered control is focused on single control loop, there are
some studies for multiple feedback loops in the presence of physically distributed
sensors and actuators.
5.2.1 Distributed networked systems
Consensus problems are the rst issues in a distributed system. In case of dis-
tributed monitoring system, consensus problem include sensor fusion, while in
distributed control techniques, the connectivity of the distributed control agents
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is crucial. In either case, the connectivity of sensors or the control agents is the
key to develop a convergent method. In [44], a solution to the problem of algebraic
connectivity is proposed in event-triggered consensus. The algebraic connectivity
of a graph is the second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix of the graph.
If the eigenvalue is greater than 0, then the graph is connected. Larger eigenvalue
reects well connected graph. Algebraic connectivity if used to analyze the syn-
chronization and robustness of the overall network. The method allows agents to
estimate the algebraic connectivity at each step in parallel with the matrix power
algorithm in event-triggered scenario. The distributed estimation algorithm for
the algebraic connectivity depends on the distributed computation of the pow-
ers of matrices. The estimation of connectivity bounds in [44], can be combined
with other distributed algorithms for adaptive consensus in a parallel fashion.
In [45] a distributed event-triggered control for multi-agent systems is discussed.
Event-driven strategies for multi-agent systems are motivated by the future use
of embedded microprocessors with limited resources that will gather information
and actuate the individual agent controller updates. The controller updates con-
sidered here are event-driven, depending on the ratio of a certain measurement
error with respect to the norm of a function of the state, and are applied to a rst
order agreement problem. A centralized formulation is considered rst and then
its distributed counterpart, in which agents require knowledge only of their neigh-
bors states for the controller implementation. The results are then extended to a
self-triggered setup, where each agent computes its next update time at the previ-
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ous one, without having to keep track of the state error that triggers the actuation
between two consecutive update instants. The work in [45] can be extended to the
performance analysis of the framework and its application to other cooperative
multi-agent control tasks. Since in [45], reduction of control update is empha-
sized, a natural extension of [45] is to investigate sensing limitations. Recently,
event based methods are also studied for advanced control techniques, for exam-
ple, in [46] event-based model predictive control for the cooperation of distributed
agents is investigated. [46] presented an event-based framework for the control
of a team of dynamically coupled distributed agents. These agents are controlled
locally by Nonlinear Model Predictive Controllers (NMPC). The optimal solution
is sought for MPC only at event triggers. Distributed event-based control strategy
for a networked dynamical system is studied in [47] linear interconnected systems.
Triggering rules of subsystems to broadcast are based on local information only.
Convergence properties and lower bound on broadcasting period is provided. The
number of events are reduced by using a model based approach. The framework of
[47] is extended to network delays and packet losses in [48]. To deal with the net-
work issues on delay and packet loss, two communication protocols are proposed
to ensure the stability of the linear distributed system. These protocols preserve
a bounded stability near to a small region around the origin. Such bounds on de-
lay and packet losses are derived analytical for the two proposed communication
protocols. Distributed event-triggered tracking control of leader-follower multi-
agent systems with communication delays is investigated in [49]. Key motivation
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of event based approaches for distributed system is due to the usage of embedded
processors in distributed systems where energy and computational resources are
limited or at least not abundant. The stability of the tracking control multi-agent
system is ensured by an ISS Lyapunov function. In [50] function block automation
standards, i.e., IEC 61499 and IEEE 1588 are investigated for time-complemented
event-driven distributed control. Initial study is provided for the applications of
IEC 61499 Function Block standard in distributed motion control systems, where
synchronization is of crucial importance. In particular, an investigation on the
possibilities of applying event-driven function blocks in the time-based motion
control system has been performed on the SIDEL SL90 packaging machines con-
trol system. In [51], distributed event-triggered sampling scheme for controlling
interconnected systems is presented. The individual subsystems in the intercon-
nection decide the triggering independent to other subsystems. Such decision is
based only on the subsystem's state and a Lyapunov function. Stability condition
of the overall system is developed on small-gain theorem. Event-triggered and
self-triggered stabilizing control is studied in [52] The framework of [53] which is
developed for sampled-data systems is extended in [52] to develop event-triggering
rules for distributed networked control systems. The self-triggering conditions are
derived by applying the techniques of [54]. Scheduling of the distributed actua-
tors and sensors is the fundamental question in a distributed networked control
system is [52]. The distributed framework of [52] can be extended to design
communication protocols for event triggering conditions on information sharing
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between distributed nodes. Distributed Network Utility Maximization (NUM) us-
ing Event-triggered Barrier Methods is investigated in [55]. In [11] event-triggered
data transmission in distributed networked control systems with packet loss and
transmission delays is investigated. In this distributed event-triggering scheme, a
subsystem broadcasts its state information only when the local state error exceeds
a threshold value. For nonlinear subsystems, the local event design is transformed
into local ISS design problems; for linear subsystems, the design is simplied to
be local linear matrix inequality (LMI) feasibility problems. With the assump-
tion that the transmission delay is zero and the number of each agents successive
data dropouts is less than its MANSD, the resulting NCS is shown as nite-gain
Lp stable. When the transmission delay is not zero, state-based deadlines are
provided that are always greater than a positive constant. As long as the delay
in each transmission is less than the associated deadline, the resulting NCS is
asymptotically stable, provided the external disturbance vanishes. In [56] event-
triggered broadcasting across Distributed Networked Control Systems is studied
in presence of wireless communication networks. Broadcasts are decentralized
and based on the individual subsystem's measured states. Information from the
neighborhood is used to adjust the event-triggering level. This way, a subsystem
can adjust its broadcast rate in view of the amount of activity in its immediate
neighborhood. The work in [56] is further extended in [38] with investigation
of distributed networked systems in case of data dropouts and transmission de-
lays. Distributed optimization in event triggered framework is investigated in
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[57] for sensor networks. An event-triggered distributed algorithm is proposed
for the data gathering problem and the convergence is discussed. It is shown
that the algorithm reduced the number of message exchanges as compared to the
alternate dual decomposition algorithms. Distributed event-triggered estimation
over wireless sensor networks is also studied in [58]. This estimation algorithm
performs distributed estimation of networked systems when sensor measurements
are transmitted over a wireless sensor network. Passivity-based I/O approach for
stabilization of large scale networked control systems (NCSs) with event-driven
communication is studied in [59]. A cellular model is used to represent the large
scale NCSs and it is assumed that each subsystem is an output feedback passive
(OFP) system. Here also, the communication strategy of broadcasting informa-
tion depends on local output error against a threshold. Finite-gain L2 stability is
analyzed in the presence of bounded external disturbances.
5.2.2 Wireless based systems
Advancement in Wireless technology has motivated control researchers to study
the control over wireless channels due to its many benets. Key benets of a
wireless device, (sensor, actuator or controller from a control engineer's aspect),
include installation at dicult places, mobile operation, recongurability, multi-
path (like mesh) networks , no installation of wires, etc. Wireless based solutions
are studied and oered with dierent names like Wireless Automation, Wireless
Sensor/Actuator Networks, and Wireless Sensor Networks for monitoring and con-
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trol applications. The future is undoubtedly in favor of wireless based solutions.
The shared communication channels (i.e., open air medium), battery operated
wireless nodes, and low computational power at nodes, oer challenging sensing
and control schemes for wireless control systems. Such constraints on resources
encourage and make Event based techniques, natural choice of operation in wire-
less control systems. Therefore, in this section, recent literature on event triggered
control for wireless systems is presented. In [37] a decentralized scheme for event
triggered control over wireless sensor/actuator network (WSAN) with low com-
putational requirement is presented. Commonly the wireless channel is used for
monitoring applications, while the aim is to use wireless actuators to close the
feedback loop over wireless [37]. By using event triggering in wireless, the num-
ber of control computations, and sensor transmission are reduced. This leads to
energy ecient control loops with satisfactory performance. Compared to [38],
where a method is proposed for distributed event-triggered control for weakly cou-
pled subsystems, approach in [37] does not require weakly coupled subsystems.
The decentralized technique is tested on a four-tank system. This work can be
further extended to general dynamic controller in event triggered implementation
and to design adaptation rules for exible implementation. Output feedback in
event triggered control has been studied by few researchers only. For example, in
[39], the output feedback of wireless networked control systems is studied. The
communication links, between sensor to controller and from controller to actua-
tor, are treated separately. Based on assumption of weakly coupled subsystems,
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the triggering depends on local information. This way, the sensor and controller's
event-triggers are not required to be synchronized. A good discussion on event
based sampling over wireless networks can be found in [40]. As rst step to de-
velop theory for event based control, classical control techniques like PID and
minimum variance control are extended to event triggered control, for example,
[40], [22], and [15]. In such extensions, an additional activity includes the design
of event detector for the best aperiodic sampling. In [41], wireless based event
triggered control has been investigated on an experimental setup. The work in
[41] investigated an event triggered design and implementation for a nonlinear 3D
tower crane. An Event-Generation Circuit (EGC) is also demonstrated to exibly
implement event-driven controllers in networked systems. Two fold benets of
event triggering for wireless include extended lifetime of sensor nodes and reduced
network trac. Performance studies are also presented in [41] of the event trig-
gered control and the time triggered control in presence of disturbance, delay and
packet loss. Although resulting event triggered method shows similar performance
performance with much reduced communication, it does not provide guarantee of
stability. There can be several interesting future extensions to the research pre-
sented in [41], including general reference tracking, conditions on stability, and
decentralized event-triggered control. A co-design approach is proposed in [42] to
modify the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC standard to implement event-triggered control
over wireless sensor and actuator networks. Based on [42], the problems in event
triggered wireless control can be stated as : (1) Find triggering condition for sen-
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sor and controller ensuring stability and desired performance while minimizing
the energy utilization at wireless nodes.
(2) Design and implement the event based sensing and control strategy using
o-the-shelf technology with satisfactory performance and stable control loops.
In [43], an event-based technique for distributed estimation over wireless sensor
networks (WNSs) is studied. Local Luenberger based observers are used with a
consensus strategy for distributed estimation. The observer is designed in time
triggered scenario using linear matrix inequalities, then an eventbased strategy is
proposed to reduce communication and energy consumption of the nodes. The
work in [43] does not consider packet loss and delay, thus a natural extension
will be investigation of packet dropouts and time delays. Further, [43] can be
extended for more general distributed observers and distributed controllers for
wireless based event triggered framework. Event-based control has potential to
be used in wireless networked control systems. Event based schemes can help to
achieve ecient use of network resources while fullling the required control objec-
tives. Also, the stochastic control approach for event based systems is natural to
be investigated because of the probabilistic nature of wireless channel. Research
on wireless based event triggered control will lead to new research questions in-
cluding multi-loop systems and multi-hop networks. What industry will like is
investigation of control techniques over mesh-wireless networks.
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5.2.3 Examples of comparison from literature
Event triggered control can be benecial in following two ways. In rst case the
Event-Triggered control can outperform time-triggered Control when the average
sampling of the two techniques is made equal. In second case the Event-triggered
control is demonstrated to use communication resources more eciently as com-
pared to time-triggered control while the control performances of the two are
similar.
Case 1: Event-Triggered control outperform time-triggered Control on
average sampling basis
A comparison plot for a scalar diusion process (5.1) is shown in Fig. 5.1 [22].
dx = axdt+ udt+ dw (5.1)
where a is a real constant and w is a standard Brownian motion. The control
signal u is calculated by time-triggered and event-triggered methods. During the
event-triggering condition, the control is computed when state exceeds a specied
threshold. In [22], the control performance is evaluated by the steady-state vari-
ance of the system state. In Fig. 5.1, VL is the variance under event-triggered
sampling, and VR is the variance under periodic sampling. The performance ratio
VR=VL is calculated as a function of mean sampling period (T). This performance
ratio in Fig. 5.1 is greater than one for all choices of system constant a, thus indi-
cating that the event triggered system perform better than periodically triggered
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system provided same mean sampling period.
Figure 5.1: Performance Ratio vs. Mean Sample Period (T) [25]
Case 2: Event-triggered control uses communication resources e-
ciently as compared to time-triggered control for similar performance
levels
Another example (Fig. 5.2) from literature [73] highlights the eciency of event
triggered scheme in terms of computations resources. The top plot in Fig. 5.2
shows tracking error in case of time-triggered PID of a linear plant. The error
for an event-triggered PID based on a triggering condition given in 5.2 is shown
in the middle plot of Fig. 5.2. In case of event-trigger PID, control is calculated
when the dierence of current state x(t) and the last sampled state x(rj) (say at
time j) exceeds a threshold eT .
je(t)j = jx(t)  x(rj)j  eT = threshold (5.2)
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The last plot in Fig. 5.2 shows the number of samples in case of time-triggered
and event-triggered control schemes. This example and related plots in Fig. 5.2
demonstrates that the event-triggered controls scheme require less number of feed-
back signals and control signal calculations with approximately similar perfor-
mance to equivalent time-triggered control scheme.
Figure 5.2: Tracking error and sampling for event-triggered and time-triggered
control [30]
5.3 Comparing Time-triggered and Event trig-
gered control
The sampling for event triggered control and time triggered control are dierent.
Time triggered sampling is Riemann sampling which is a function of time. In order
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to capture the dynamics of a signal or system, the time period is chosen based
on Shannon Sampling Theorem, i.e., the sampling should be twice the highest
frequency in the system dynamics. While, in event triggered sampling (which is
called Lebesgue sampling), the sampling is aperiodic and is not a function of time,
instead it may be a function of amplitude or rate of change of some states of the
dynamical system.
Thus the comparison of TT and ET is not straight forward. In order to compare
the time triggered and event triggered, following ways can be used:
 using same framework to represent time-triggered control (i.e., sampled-data
control), and the event-triggered control (ETC)
 using performance criteria based on error bound, tracking, and disturbance
rejection
 using some utilization index (i.e., how much resources are utilized in either
methods)
 using trade-o between control performance and communication utilization
 using implementation benets in either control methods
In the following lines, we discuss some of these ways to complete the picture. We
have used control performance along with communication resource utilization to
judge the two techniques.
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5.3.1 Performance measurement factors
Networked control systems should be designed by taking into account the control
performance as well as the communication performance. For that purpose, the
overall performance measurement factor should reect cost function from control
and communication aspect. Usually the control costs are quadratic costs as in
LQR control or relevant Lp-gains, while communication costs may include aver-
age sampling rates, minimal inter-event times, and transmission power.
This is interesting to know the dierence between (1) A performance measure for
observing and investigating the best of available control techniques, (2) A perfor-
mance measure to optimize the available control techniques. So, a performance
measure usually the mathematical function or value (e.g., integrated error) that
is used to judge the performance of a control technique in some specic scenario.
While, cost function is the given name of a mathematical function, which is used to
optimize the control technique. In event-based networked control systems, the op-
timization can be achieved for control, network resource scheduling and for event
design. Thus the cost function (CF) as well as the performance measure (PF)
of an Event based Networked control system should reect these three aspects.
Thus, optimization of a Networked Event-Triggered Control System has three de-
grees of freedom that can be exploited according to applications and available
resources.
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5.3.2 Cost function
A cost function is the performance measure, which is minimized and can be used
to compare two dierent control techniques. Examples of cost function include
total power consumption, integrated error, and deviation from a target value.
The cost function is a functional equation, which maps a set of points to a single
quantitative value. So, a cost function can be used as a quantitative measure of
the overall designed scheme. In networked control systems, the cost function must
reect control cost as well as communication cost, i.e.,
Cost function = Control Cost + Communication Cost
where, Control Cost may include quadratic cost (e.g., LQR), and Lp gain Cost,
while Communication Cost may include Average Sampling Rates, Minimum Inter-
Event Times, Transmission Power. An example of the cost function consisting of
the linear quadratic for the control performance and a communication cost for
information exchange between the sensor and controller is given below [128]:
J(f; gc) = E[x
T
TQTxT +
T 1X
k=0
xTkQxk + u
T
kRuk + k] (5.3)
where objective is to nd the admissible policies f , and gc, while minimizing
the multi-objective criterion J(f; gc). Here, Q, and QT are the positive denite
weighting matrices, R is positive semi-denite matrix,  is a weighting factor for
information exchange between the sensor and controller.
The analytical assessment can be done in following directions:
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 Assume average sampling and compare Variance of Closed Loop Control
based on [22], and [129]
 A Cost Function based taking account of Control Cost and Communication
Cost
The comparison in [22] is for a single loop control system and not for networked
control systems. We will rst present the structure of comparison as appeared in
[22], and then extend it for distributed networked control systems.
5.3.3 Control performance
Several performance measurements to compare the quality of the control for event
triggered and time triggered control are the following [130]:
 IAE: The Integrated Absolute Error is dened as:
IAE =
Z 1
0
e(t)dt (5.4)
 IAEP: It is the dierence between the system response of an event-based
strategy and the system response of the time-based approach:
IAEP =
Z 1
0
jytime based(t)  yevent based(t)jdt (5.5)
 NE: The Number of Events is a sampling eciency measure to compare the
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quality of the system response:
NE =
IAEP
IAE
(5.6)
The sampling eciency measure can be dened then as:
NE = IAEP=IAE (5.7)
and indicates the reduction of triggered events compared to the periodic
sampling. Similarly, the produced event rates (number of events) are com-
pared with the reference periodic implementation using following eciency
measure:
NN = N=Nper (5.8)
where NN - normalized number of events (event eciency measure), N -
number of events produced in the loop with deadband sampling, Nper -
number of events produced with periodic sampling.
 IAD: The integrated absolute dierence is the dierence between the IAE
of the time-based strategy and the IAE of the event-based ones:
IAD =
Z 1
0
jIAEtime based(t)  IAEevent based(t)jdt (5.9)
Since the sources of events inuence the loop in dierent way, the events should be
considered separately according to their source. To summarize the performance
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parameters regarding the event sources, the generalized performance index (PI)
is introduced, which is dened similar to performance index in [131]:
PI = WN SC NN SC +WN C NN C
+WN CA NN CA ++WN A NN A
+WE NE (5.10)
where NN SC - eciency measure for the number of messages transmitted from
sensor to controller, NN C- measure for the number of CPU calls, NN CA - e-
ciency measure for messages from controller to actuator, NN A - measure for the
number of control actions in actuator (as a rule, NN A = NN CA); NE - perfor-
mance indicator (see formula 7), W : : : - weights indicating the importance of the
corresponding factor.
5.4 Simulation Study
Comparison is done by using TrueTime and PiccSIM Simulation environments.
Examples studied are:
 A single loop example in PiccSIM
 A DNCS Example of Event based control of Three-Cart from [11] in True-
time
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5.4.1 Comparison study in PiccSIM
The PiccSIM simulator
PiccSIM (Platform for Integrated Communications and Control SIMulation) is
co-simulator based on MATLAB's SIMULINK and Network Simulator (NS-2)
(see [132], and [133]). The simulator provides control-design in SIMULINK and
network simulation in NS-2. It is intended for research on NCS or Wireless NCS
(WiNCS). The overall simulator is accessed by one Graphical User Interface called
Toolchain. The integrated toolchain allows to study dierent aspects of commu-
nication and control and suits to conduct event-triggered and self-triggered com-
munication and control methods.
With PiccSIM both the network and control system is simulated simultaneously
and the interaction between them is studied. We can model a plant in Simulink
and Network in Ns-2. The simulator returns statistics of packet drops and delays
from the NS-2 trace le. The good thing about the simulator is that it supports
both the event based (with trigger signals) and periodic based transmission. The
event driven example studied in PiccSIM uses a sensor implementation with a
send-on-delta method. The sensor sends a new measurement only if the measure-
ment diers by a certain amount from the previously sent measurement. This
helps to use the bandwidth eciently and communicates only in case of some
appreciable change. The controller is also event driven and calculates new control
signal only if a new measurement is received. The controller is a PI controller.
The integral action takes into account the time since last control calculation. The
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process model in this example is given below:
G(s) =
1
s+ 1
e 0:2s
Figure 5.3: Simulink Block Diagram of the example from PiccSIM
Figure 5.4: Event Triggered PI Controller
Fig. 5.3 shows the Simulink Block Diagram of the Example simulated in Picc-
SIM. Fig. 5.4 shows the Event Triggered PI Controller and the sensor block with
triggering mechanism is shown in Fig. 5.5. Fig. 5.6 shows the monotonically
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Figure 5.5: Sensor block with send-on-delta mechanism
increasing Timestamps for the cases of time-triggered and event triggered control.
Notice that in case of event-triggered control, the timestamps take constant value
for some larger duration as compared to time-triggered timestamps. Fig. 5.8
shows the control signals of the two cases. Fig. 5.10 shows the output signal of
time-triggered control and event triggered control with reference input. The per-
formance is approximately the same while the communication is reduced greatly
in case of event triggered control. Table 5.4.1 shows dierent network attributes
for the case of time-triggered control and event-triggered control. Three cases for
event-triggered control are simulated with triggering thresholds of 0.05, 0.5 and
1. Fig. 5.11 shows the received measurement (y) for the two cases and we observe
that the event-triggered transmission does not send information if there is no sig-
nicant change in the measurement at plant side. Fig. 5.7 shows the controller
signals for the two cases and demonstrates less controller invocations in case of
event triggered control.
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Figure 5.6: Timestamps of ETC and TTC
Table 5.1: NS-2 Network Results
Network Attribute TTC ETC 1 ETC 2 ETC 3
Triggering Threshould: - 0.05 0.5 1
Packets sent: 57 51 45 25
Packets received: 56 50 44 24
Packet dropped (%): 1.754 1.961 2.222 4
Routing packets: 1 1 1 2
Routing load (%): 1.786 2.0 2.273 8.333
Avg. End-End delay (s): 0.005542 0.005569 0.005598 0.006299
The control performance for the time-triggered control and event-triggered is
checked by IAE, ITAE and ISE as discussed in section 5.3.1. For ETC, we found
ITAE = 1211, IAE = 43:73, and ISE = 52:1, while in TCC case, ITAE = 347:1,
IAE = 11:02, and ISE = 6:335.
5.4.2 Three-cart example using Truetime simulator
The Three-Cart system is studied by [11] as an example of a Distributed Net-
worked Control Systems. There are three carts interconnected with each other
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Figure 5.7: Controller Triggers for ETC and TTC
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Figure 5.8: Control Signals of ETC and TTC
via spring (linear or nonlinear). They are installed with local controllers and
the sensors on each cart can broadcast its position to neighbor via wireless com-
munication network. The control for acceleration or deceleration critical with
constraint like they should not collide or there becomes some unbearable tension
for the springs. Simulation results for this approach to event-triggered broad-
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Figure 5.9: Send Triggering in ETC
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Figure 5.10: Sampled output y
casting are shown in Fig. 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16. It consists of N carts that are
interconnected through soft springs. The local state of the ith cart is xi = [yi _yi]
T
where yi is the position of the ith cart with respect to the systems equilibrium
point. Assuming soft spring coupling between the carts, the state equation for
the ith cart can be written as
_xi(t) =
d
dt
2664 yi(t)
_yi(t)
3775
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Figure 5.11: Received output y
Figure 5.12: Event-Triggered Conguration of the Three Cart Example using
Simulink and Truetime blocks.
where, yi(t) = _yi(t), and
_yi(t) = ui(t)+k
1
i tanh(yi+1(t) yi(t))+k2i tanh(yi 1(t) yi(t))+wi(t) for all t 2 R
where i = 1; 2; : : : ; N . The parameters k1i and k
2
i denote the spring constants
for the springs on the right-hand and left-hand side of the ith cart, respectively.
These spring constants satisfy k1i = k
2
i+1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; N 1. The left-end cart's
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spring constant is k21 = 0 and the right-end cart's spring constant in k
1
N = 0. The
function ui : R! R denotes the control applied to the cart by its local controller.
In this example, the communication network's links mirror the physical in-
teractions between the carts so that Zi = Di. The sampled state is denoted as
x^i(t) = [y^i(t)
d
dt
y^i(t)]
T where y^i(t) = yi(r
i
j) and
d
dt
y^i(t) = _yi(r
i
j) for all t 2 [rij; rij+1)
and j = 0; 1; : : : ;1. The local control is computed from these sampled measure-
ments as
ui(t) = Kix^i(t)  k1i (tanh(y^i+1(t)  y^i(t))  k2i tanh(y^i 1(t)  y^i(t))
Network Settings are: Number of nodes: 12 (6 Wireless Sensors and 6 Receivers);
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Figure 5.13: Positions of the three coupled carts
Network Type: 802.11b (WLAN); Data rate : 800000 (bits/sec); Minimum frame
size: 272 bits; Transmit power : 20 (dbm); Receiver signal threshold : -48 (dbm);
Pathloss exponent (1=distancex) : 3.5; ACK timeout : 0.00004 (s); Retry limit
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Figure 5.14: Velocities of the three coupled carts
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Figure 5.15: Control signals for local controllers in three coupled carts
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Figure 5.16: Scheduling signals for sensors 1, 2 and 3
: 5; Error coding threshold : 0.03; Loss probability (0-1) : 0.01. We run the
simulation for 10 seconds. The time-triggered sampling is taken as 0.05 seconds,
thus the number of time-triggered sampling results in 200 time triggered trans-
missions. While in Event-Triggered Control, the number of sampling is based on
last communicated value and the currently sensed value at the individual sensor
nodes. The mechanism for event triggering of sensors is taken from [11]. The
sensors will send data when following inequality is violated. The results from this
simulation are shown in Figures 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 plots
the scheduling signals for sensor nodes 1-6 and demonstrates the reduced number
of transmission signals in case of event triggered as compared to time-triggered
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Figure 5.17: Scheduling signals of sensors 4, 5, and 6
with acceptable performance levels.
kxi(t)  xi(rij)k2  ikxi(rij)k2 (5.11)
where xi(r
i
j) refers to last successfully transmitted state, xi(t) is the current state,
i 2 (0; 1) with an arbitrarily taken value of 0.8 in current simulation. There
are 6 wireless sensor nodes and 6 wireless receivers at the controller side. Due
to the condition at each sensor node, dierent number of transmission events
are observed. During a 10 second run, position sensor at cart 1 transmitted 15
samples, velocity sensor at cart 1 transmitted 29 samples, position sensor at cart 2
transmitted 19 samples, velocity sensor at cart 2 transmitted 28 samples, position
sensor at cart 3 transmitted 14 samples, and velocity sensor at cart 3 transmitted
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32 samples.
5.5 Conclusion
A comparison study for time based and event-based control has been presented.
It is demonstrated that the event triggered control is better choice for distributed
networked control systems despite its design and analysis complexity. This is
concluded that a carefully and properly designed Event triggered control will
result in ecient resource utilization with stable performance as compared to
time triggered control. The fact that Event triggered control is a function of
event based sampling, naturally turns the overall control problem adaptive to
ecient use of resources. Event based monitoring, estimation, and control should
be the rst choice for multi-rate sampling systems, distributed networked systems,
and wireless based systems where computational, communication, and energy
resources should be used eciently.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
6.1 Summary
1. Distributed networked control system is implemented in MATLAB-
SIMULINK-TRUETIME environment. An experimental investigation of
distributed control over Ethernet network for a pilot-plant of two-tank sys-
tem is also conducted.
2. Design of an event-triggered output-feedback control for distributed net-
worked control system based on a set of LMIs is proposed. The feasible
solution of the LMIs results into a stable event-triggered control system.
3. The distributed networked control system is also simulated in MATLAB-
SIMULINK-NS2 environment, where plant and controller dynamics run in
SIMULINK, while NS2 is used to simulate wireless communication channel
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between sensor and controller.
6.2 Conclusion
Several tasks around the topic of event-triggered control and distributed networked
control system are carried out from analytical development, modeling, simulation,
and experiment. A comprehensive overview of the latest research interest in event
based control techniques is also conducted to highlight the signicant research po-
tential. Profound challenges and potential of using event-triggered communication
and control are observed for applications to distributed and wireless automation.
The problem of event-triggered output-feedback control is solved in the context of
distributed networked control systems in terms of LMIs. The problem of output-
feedback in event-triggered case is derived as a linear matrix inequality (LMI)
feasibility problem. The framework of the output based scheme is based on the
local observers and the information shared by interacting (coupled) subsystems.
The information sharing is based on an event condition which requires only locally
observed dynamics. The control law is designed in two parts to take care of indi-
vidual dynamics as well as the coupling of the subsystems. The proposed design is
illustrated by using a benchmark example of three-coupled carts which shows the
stabilizing results of the proposed control design. The event-triggered and time-
triggered control systems are studied and evaluated over wireless networks using
MATLAB-SIMULINK based simulator TRUETIME, and MATLAB-SIMULINK-
NS2 based simulator PiccSIM. The performance evaluation of the event based
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distributed networked control systems demonstrated that the event triggered con-
trol is resource ecient choice for distributed networked control systems despite
its design and analysis complexity. A carefully and properly designed event trig-
gered control will result in ecient resource utilization with stable performance
as compared to time triggered control. The fact that event triggered control is
a function of event based sampling, naturally turns the overall control problem
adaptive to ecient use of resources. Event-triggered communication and control
should be the rst choice for multi-rate sampling systems, distributed networked
systems, and wireless based systems where computational, communication, and
energy resources should be used eciently.
6.3 Future Work
We end this chapter and the dissertation with the following future work.
The current work is focused on developing stable event-triggered output-
feedback control algorithm for distributed networked systems.
This work can be extended to search the optimal bounds for the distributed
event triggering scheme in the presented output based framework.
Study of the distributed observers including scheduling methods also
has a research potential. The work can be extended to address self-triggered
control and co-design methods in the framework of distributed networked systems.
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